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Abstract
Traditional practice within railway maintenance is based on engineering knowledge and practical
experience, which are documented in regulations. This practice is often time-based, but can also be
condition-based by combining time-based inspections with condition-based actions depending on
the inspection results. However, the logic behind the resulting regulation is seldom well documented,
which makes it challenging to optimise maintenance based on factors such as operational conditions
or new technologies, methodologies and best practices. One way to deal with this challenge is to use
statistical analysis and build models that support fault diagnostics and failure prognostics. This
analysis approach will increase in importance as automated inspections replace manual inspections.
Specific measurement equipment and trains are not the only ones producing automated
measurements; regular traffic is increasingly often producing measurements. Hence, there will not
be any lack of condition data, but the challenge will be to use this data in a correct way and to extract
reliable information as decision support. In this context, it is crucial to balance the risks of false
alarms and unrecognised faults, but also to estimate the quality of both data and information. The
purpose of this work is to use statistics in order to support improved asset management, by building
statistical models as a complement to physical models and engineering knowledge. The resulting
models combine theories from the field of time-series analysis, statistical process control (SPC) and
measurement system analysis. Charts and plots present results and have prognostic capabilities that
allow necessary track possession times to be included in the timetable.

Keywords
Fault diagnostics, Failure prognostics, Measurement system analysis, Statistical analysis, Statistical
modelling, Time-series analysis, Statistical process control (SPC), Railway track, Sweden.

Introduction
The European railway sector has undergone major changes during the last decades that have
affected operation and maintenance of both railway infrastructure and trains (Alexandersson, 2009;
Alexandersson and Rigas, 2013). Simultaneously, there is an increasing demand to use the railway for
transports of both passengers and freight (Alexandersson and Rigas, 2013; eurostat, 2016).
Unfortunately, the limited capacity of the infrastructure leads to traffic disturbances. These
disturbances reduce the railway attractiveness since punctuality, safety, and price are what
customers evaluate when choosing the mode of transport (EU, 2014; ERA, 2015; BCG, 2015).
Disturbances and budget constraints therefore challenge the infrastructure managers. The national
administrations must uphold a safety performance that is economically sustainable (EU, 2014; ERA,
2015; BCG, 2015). If such performance is unknown, the member state will either provide too little or
too much safety (ERA, 2013). Hence, the European Union collect Common Safety Indicators across
member states (related to serious accidents, e.g. derailments and collisions). Common Safety
Indicators are rail safety data, gathered to help to assess Common Safety Targets and to monitor the
development of safety in member states. However, unlike railway accidents (e.g. derailments),
accident precursors (e.g. deviation in gauge and twist of the track) occur frequently and monitoring
such precursors has a great safety improvement potential (Manuele, 2011; Martin & Black, 2015).
These kinds of precursor data are therefore used at different levels of safety management (e.g.
infrastructure managers, national and European railway agencies) to assess the risks and to monitor
the safety performance. Trains with special measurement cars have since long regularly inspected
critical characteristics of the track geometry (e.g. Mauzin, 1939). Traditional diagnostic practise when
using measurement waggons within railway is to compare the measurements from inspection with
safety-related alarm limits that are based on engineering knowledge about the interaction between

wheel and rail. Hence, either the condition of the track is acceptable, or there is a faulty state or
unacceptable level of a failure event.
In Sweden, a combination of the highest allowed speed and axle load for the track section is the
foundation for choosing inspection intervals. This practice is intended to manage the failure event,
where a higher rate of degradation requires more frequent inspections. In addition, variables such as
climate, seasons and condition of the infrastructure influence the choice since they can affect the
degradation rate (Nilsen & Söderholm, 2016; Söderholm & Nilsen, 2017). However, how to consider
these factors when determining the inspection interval are not described in the regulation.
Additionally, decision makers have to consider e.g. budget restrictions, available track possession
time, and availability of measurement waggons to balance risk (Söderholm & Karim, 2010; Arasteh
Khouy et al., 2015).
Predictive maintenance is also possible by combining measurements over time and monitoring the
condition degradation (Pedregal et al. 2004; Bergquist & Söderholm, 2015). Predicting when the fault
needs immediate actions also allows for estimation of the benefit of performing premature, so-called
opportunistic maintenance. Opportunistic maintenance involves coordination of two or more
maintenance tasks on track sections where other maintenance work already has imposed traffic
restrictions. Combining historical measurements with the latest can also improve condition
knowledge, e.g. by reduction of variation, such as uncertainties from measurements or predictions
(Macii et al, 2013). Deloux et al. (2009) is an early example of predictive maintenance using Statistical
Process Control.
Both location and time can be important for monitoring certain characteristics and their
development at different indenture levels of the railway (see e.g. Söderholm & Norrbin, 2013, 2014).
The time domain is required for monitoring of degradation and effect of maintenance actions and,
the spatial domain is useful for describing linear assets (e.g. track and catenary) and for localisation
of point assets (e.g. switches & crossings and level crossings) or faults.
Even though there is a vast amount of engineering knowledge and experience behind the present
regulations, the analysis and logic are not documented in any formal causal relationships. Hence, it is
challenging to adapt the number of inspections per year and also to make changes in the regulations
and optimise maintenance practice. In addition, there are requirements to apply a systematic risk
analysis methodology when making any changes that might affect traffic safety within railway (i.e.
Common Safety Methods for Risk Assessment, CSM-RA, Regulation No 2015/1136). Hence, it is
beneficial to be able to quantify probabilities as part of risk (i.e. the combination of probability or
frequency of an unwanted event and its consequences), e.g. related to unrecognised faults.
The purpose of this work is to use statistics in order to support improved maintenance practise, by
building statistical models as a complement to physical models and engineering knowledge.
The outline of this report is as follows: first we present the applied method and material; then the
results and finally, we provide a concluding discussion.

Method and material
The overall research strategy was a single case study of the Iron ore line. The database Optram which
stores measurements waggon data about the track geometry and catenary provided most empirical
quantitative data. The Optram database also contains information from the asset register system
(BIS) and some information about maintenance actions. Additional quantitative data, e.g. about
traffic, was mainly retrieved from LUPP, which is Trafikverket’s tool for Business Intelligence (BI)

within maintenance. In addition, qualitative data was collected by document studies (e.g.
regulations, manuals, and reports), interviews (e.g. with personnel at Trafikverket, operators and
entrepreneurs) and observations (e.g. by riding with the measurement train). Besides descriptive
statistics, the analysis of quantitative data was mainly based on theories from the field of time-series
analysis and statistical process control. The results of the analysis were graphically presented by the
use of charts and plots. Finally, the work was reviewed by the industrial reference group and key
informants. In addition, results presented in research publications were independently reviewed
before being accepted for presentation at conferences or publication in journals.

Theoretical frame of reference
The theoretical frame of reference used in this study can be divided into the four main areas of 1)
condition monitoring, diagnostics and prognostics, 2) statistical modelling by the use of control
charts; 3) interpolation techniques; and 4) measurement system analysis.

Condition monitoring, diagnostics, and prognostics
Condition monitoring means collecting data that represent the system’s condition in some way
(Mobley, 1990; Martin, 1993; Campbell & Jardine; 2001). Diagnostics is concerned with the
interpretation of collected condition data and the conclusion drawn about the system’s current
condition (Martin, 1993). These conclusions are then used to make decisions regarding condition
based maintenance, CBM (Mobley, 1990; Campbell & Jardine; 2001; Litt et al., 2000; Hess & Fila,
2002). An extension of diagnostics is prognostics, which tries to predict the future condition of a
technical system (Becker et al., 1998; Martorell et al., 1999; Mobley, 1990). The aim of prognostics is
to stop critical functional failures before they occur (Mobley, 1990; Becker et al., 1998; Roemer et al.,
2001). The prognostic information also enables decisions about recommended albeit non-acute
maintenance that is advantageous to perform along with currently required maintenance (Mobley,
1990; Becker et al., 1998; Roemer et al., 2001). In addition, choices about the continued operation,
with or without any restrictions, or terminated operation could be based on the diagnostic
information (Hess & Fila, 2002). Similarly, decisions about the operation can also be based on
prognostic information, with the advantage of a planning horizon (Mobley, 1990; Roemer et al.,
2001). Hence, prognostics also enable a control of the ageing of technical systems, which regulatory
authorities may require (Martorell et al., 1999).
One challenge with prognostics is that the location of new observations coming from fully stochastic
processes cannot be precisely predicted. However, many types of deterioration behaviours are
largely deterministic. Hence, prognostic models can be used to predict item failures, given that the
item conditions and loads can be measured or estimated. Statistically based prognostic models are
regularly used for making prognoses related to items where deterministic and stochastic behaviours
coexist. However, the quality of the prognoses depends on many aspects such as the quality of the
condition data fed into the models, the quality of the diagnostic and prognostic models themselves,
and the degree to which the mechanism to be predicted is deterministic, chaotic, or stochastic.
As described above, fault diagnostics includes fault recognition, fault localisation and cause
identification, see e.g. IEV (2017). Hence, diagnostics deals with the present condition of an item that
is tested, and any faulty condition should be recognised. In contrast, prognostics includes
recognition, localisation and cause identification of future faults. Hence, prognostics deals with the
changing condition of the monitored item, and any failure event should be recognised. Hence, the
difference between diagnostics and prognostics lies mainly in the temporal domain, where
diagnostics test the present condition in relation to some requirements, but prognostics monitor the
changing condition and make use of past and present conditions to make predictions of future

conditions. For both diagnostics and prognostics, when dealing with linear items, fault localisation
can use the position in the spatial domain. For the purpose of this work, cause identification is
excluded, since the causes of studied faults covered by physical models and engineering knowledge.
The risk is commonly described as the combination of the frequency or probability of an unwanted
event and its consequences. The criticality of an event can be related to its consequences. Three,
common consequence classes with decreasing criticality are safety, operation and economy. See, e.g.
Nowlan & Heap (1978), Mobley (1990), CENELEC (1999), and IEC (2009) for a further discussion about
the management of risk within dependability. In this work, the focus is on safety critical faults, since
any improvement in the management of these faults have the greatest benefits, i.e. they will affect
safety as well as operation and economy.

Statistical modelling using control charts
Statistical process control (SPC) is a classical statistical approach used for many surveillance
applications to monitor processes. The SPC approach was originally developed in the 1920s
(Shewhart, 1931), but has since then found use in various sectors (MacCarthy & Wasusri, 2002). SPC
is based on control charts, where measurements of the process are monitored and compared to
control limits based on the statistical distribution of which the data is assumed to be sampled from.
An observation is classified as being within its expected range if it remains within the control limits.
However, if the observed data point is outside of the control limits, it is reasonable to assume that
the process is affected by systematic variation and needs attention.
Many types of control charts have been designed for various purposes. For some processes, e.g.
within manufacturing, it is convenient to sample and measure variables in groups, so-called rational
subgroups. Automatic measurements, for instance measuring all products or continuous monitoring
of some quality characteristics, are, however, increasingly common. Other control charts include
those suitable for various situations, such as when the data is categorical or numeric, for individual or
multivariate properties, for skewley distributed data and so on (Montgomery, 2008). There are also
examples of control charts that have been used to establish predictive maintenance plans. One
example of the latter is Katter et al. (1998), who use control charts to monitor laser equipment to
establish CBM of the cathode. Ben Daya & Rahim (2000) suggesting control charts to monitor
processes where periods of increasing failure rates follow in-control periods. The maintenancerelated data used in this paper are variables obtained using automatic sampling, which is suitable for
control charts for individual observations. Hence, the discussion is from this point restricted to
control charts for such data.
The selection of control limits is based on balancing the risks of not detecting an assignable cause,
the beta risk, with the alpha risk: erroneously indicating an assignable cause. Setting control limits
that are too wide will increase the beta risk, i.e. result in undetected failures. On the other hand, too
narrow limits will increase the number of false alarms, i.e. the alpha risk. Furthermore, these
testability deficiencies at single test levels in combination with insufficient integration between
different test levels (e.g. test during operational vs. maintenance settings) may result in no fault
found (NFF) and dead-on-arrival (DoA) events (Söderholm, 2007; Karim et al., 2009). Many regular
SPC applications use control limits equal to three standard deviations (3σ), which for normally
distributed and independent data that are unaffected by assignable causes for variation would
generate false alarms in 1 out of 370 observations.
The detection capability can be described in a similar manner. If an assignable cause was to shift the
mean value of the process by 1σ, a regular so-called individuals x-chart with control limits of 3σ
would have a 2.3% chance of detection already at the first observation of the process after the shift.

The chance of detection of the assignable cause generating a deviation as large as 3σ from the
nominal value would be 50%. See also Montgomery (Montgomery, 2008).
When dealing with linear assets, the challenge of achieving good testability increases. Axle loads ≥ 5
metric tonnes from the measurement waggon itself stress the track. However, the entrepreneur
trying to localise and correct faults relies on unstressed measurements, which will differ from the
stressed counterparts. These different test levels may lead to NFF events. Similarly, positioning errors
between consecutive measurements of the same part of a liner asset may result in NFF events. This
deficiency may be seen as insufficient testability due to incorrect spatial fault localisation in the time
domain. (Söderholm, 2007; Karim et al., 2009)

Interpolation techniques
Interpolation is used to calculate intermediate values and convert disjoint data points to a
continuous function. The methods differ, for instance in the way the derivative is required to be
continuous as well. Nearest neighbour interpolation simply uses the value of the nearest data point
in between samples, while linear interpolation connects points through linear functions. Many spline
methods, or Kriging methods (Van Beers & Kleijnen, 2004), generate continuous derivatives and thus
create smoother interpolation functions with curves lacking sharp corners. The Kriging formula, in
this case, generates an estimate, 𝑍̂, of the unmeasured property at a time t0 between observations,
according to Equation 1.
N

Zˆ (t 0 )   i Z (t i )

(Eq. 1)

i 1

Where Z(ti) is the measured property values at the ith time, i is the Kriging weight constant, and N is
the number of measured values to use for the interpolation.
Spline functions are regularly used for interpolation, but when data may contain noise, the regular
spline functions, such as the cubic splines, tend to oscillate and be susceptible to outliers. A regular
spline function has global propagation, and the whole spline function will be affected if there is an
outlier anywhere among the measurements, regardless if the outlier was detected a long time ago.
Splines with local propagation, meaning that the closest control points (measurements) have the
largest importance for the curve near these, will improve fitting and are more promising when
seeking an extrapolation model. Splines with local propagation include the Akima spline (Akima,
1970) and the B-spline (also known as the basis spline). The Akima interpolation spline is a
continuously differentiable sub-spline that is piecewise, meaning that the nearest neighbours
influence the interpolation values. The curve is therefore split into segments and each segment is
influenced only by a defined set of nearest neighbours. The interpolation function is defined as in
Equation 2:

Zˆ (t )  k0  k1 (t  ti )  k1 (t  ti ) 2  k1 (t  ti )3 , ti  t  ti1

(Eq. 2)

′
Where the constants are determined by the first derivatives 𝑡𝑖′ and 𝑡𝑖+1
at the endpoints of the
interval, see (Akima, 1970). The Akima spline is compared to other spline types, such as cubic splines,
more robust versus outliers.

For an overview of the result of five different interpolation methods, see Figure 1.

Figure 1. Irregularly sampled observations and different interpolation methods. Kriging method
constants in legend. As seen, these interpolation methods fit the curve to the observations while
interpolation values differ.
Forcing the interpolation methods to pass through the observation may not always be the best
choice. The reason for this is that observations usually carry with them some amount of error, e.g.
from the measurements.

Measurement system analysis
Any measurement contains information about the true value of the measured property along with
some measurement error, i.e. the measurement yi, consists of both the true value, xi, as well as a
measurement error, εi, see Equation 3.
yi = xi + εi

(Eq. 3)

Measurement system analysis (MSA) is a methodology with aims to (Burdick et al. 2003):
1. estimate how much of the total variability that is stemming from the measurement
instrument or the measurement procedure
2. isolate the sources of measurement system variability; and
3. assess whether the measurement system is suitable for its purpose.
The related Gauge Repeatability and Reproducibility (GRR) is part of an MSA. The GRR involves a
designed experiment, where different appraisers measure different parts, often also using a
different instrument. The experimental design allows for separating the variability of these
different groups. Due to that “gauge” also is an important measure of the distance between the
rails of tracks, this study will henceforth use “instrument” when considering the measurement
device and the word “gauge” when considering the distance between the rails. The
2
measurement error does contribute to the observed variance of the process, 𝜎𝑜𝑏𝑠
, such that
(Equation 4):

2
2
𝜎𝑜𝑏𝑠
= 𝜎𝑝2 + 𝜎𝑀𝑆

(Eq. 4)

2
where 𝜎𝑃2 , is the process variance and 𝜎𝑀𝑆
, is the variance stemming from the measurement system
itself. The measurement variance can in turn be subdivided into two variance components; one
2
stemming from the measurement system repeatability, 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑡
, and one stemming from
2
measurement system reproducibility, 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑 . The repeatability measures how much the
measurement differs when an appraiser repeatedly measuring the same object with the same
instrument. The reproducibility variance measurement has been defined differently (Vardeman &
VanValkenburg, 1999). For railway track measurements, repeatability has been defined as (SS-EN
13848-2: 2006) “the degree of agreement between the values of successive measurements of the
same parameter made under the same conditions (speed, direction of measurement), where the
individual measurements are carried out on the same section of track subject to the following
controls:







same measurement method;
same vehicle orientation;
same method of interpretation;
similar environmental conditions;
short period of time between successive runs.”

Reproducibility is defined as (SS-EN 13848-2: 2006): the “degree of agreement between the values of
successive measurements of the same parameter made under varying conditions, where the
individual measurements are carried out on the same section of track using the same measurement
and interpretation methods, subject to one or more of the following:






variation of speed;
different directions of measurement;
different vehicle orientations;
different environmental conditions;
short period of time between successive runs.”

Measurement system analysis may also involve the system consistency, i.e. how does the
measurement errors develop over time.
While one cannot say what uncertainties or measurement errors that should be considered sufficient
in general, it is universally true that the measurement error should be as small as possible. The
particular requirements are related to the tolerances connected with the measured property. Most
measurement systems analyses use factorial type experiments to estimate the effects of various
sources of unwanted variation. In general, a random effects model the measurements can be used
(Eguation 5):
yijk = μ + αi + βj+ (αβ)ij + εijk

(Eq. 5)

The constant μ represents the (unknown) expected values of the measurements, αi are N(0, 𝜎𝛼2 ) and
could e.g. represents the effect of the specific parts being measured, βj are N(0, 𝜎𝛽2 ) and represent
the effects of another factor such as the the appraisers, the αβij represents the interaction effect of
parts and appraisers, and εijk represents the random error being N(0, 𝜎𝜀2 ), and the variables αi, βj, αβij
and εijk for i = 1,..., I, j = 1,..., J, and k = 1,..., K are independent. Note that the grand average (X) will
differ from the true value due to calibration issues. The model can be analysed using Analysis of

Variance (ANOVA) under the assumption that the effects and the random error are Gaussian, with
mean 0 and with variances 𝜎𝛼2 , 𝜎𝛽2 and 𝜎𝜀2 , respectively.
Another aspect is measurement system capability. In the general case, the adequacy or capability of
the measurement system can be calculated by comparing the requirements of the item being
measured, that is, the tolerances, with the measurement system variation. One measure that could
be used would be the Precision to Tolerance Ratio (PTR), see Equation 6:
PTR = (kσMS)/(U-L)×100%

(Eq. 6)

Where k is a constant, typically between 5.15 and 6.15, which represents a 95% tolerance interval
that contains at least 99% of the normal population (see, e.g. Tsai, 1988). The value 6 represents the
number of standard deviations that “naturally” occur during measurements (Burdick et al., 2003).
The upper and lower tolerance limits are U and L respectively. Normally, an acceptable PTR is
considered to be below 10% (Montgomery & Runger, 1993), and unacceptable if larger than 0.3
(Asplund & Lin, 2016).

Case study
The Iron ore line is about 500 km long and starts at Narvik in Norway in the north-west and ends at
Luleå in Sweden in the south-east, with the main mine located in-between at Kiruna. The iron ore
transports are performed around the clock throughout the year in extreme arctic climate. Large
temperature differences and weather changes are demanding for both the rolling stock and the
infrastructure. The Iron ore line allows a train weight of 8 600 metric tonnes and an axle load of 30
metric tonnes. The freights of iron ore were on the northern route in 2012 (Kiruna–Narvik) 15 million
metric tonnes and 7 million tonnes on the southern route (Luleå–Boden–Gällivare–Kiruna). The
mining company expected that the annual production capacity would increase by 17 million metric
tonnes by the year 2015. Since the Iron ore line is a bottleneck in the mining company’s logistic
chain, the dependability of the line is essential. To minimise transport disruptions, maintenance of
vital items of the railway infrastructure should, therefore, be preventive and condition-based instead
of corrective, to allow timely planning and execution. The most critical linear assets of the railway
infrastructure are the contact wire and the track. This study focuses on track since its condition is
fundamental to the railway system, where track failures risk safety and may cause delays due to
speed restrictions or derailments. More specifically, twist failure of track was selected based on its
criticality with regard to safety (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. The twist measure (% or mm/m) is calculated as the ratio between the difference in cant
(mm) over a base length (m), in this case, 6m.

A measurement waggon have collected the track condition data. The waggon is regularly pulled
along the track system at speeds up to 160 km/h and measures each section of the Swedish track
system up to six times per year depending on the section’s criticality. Observations of about 30 track
geometry variables are obtained and stored for every 25th cm. Track variables include the position
coordinates (height and locations in the plane) and the track width (Banverket, 1997a, 1997b). One
critical track geometry variable is the cant, which is typically expressed as the difference in elevation
of the two rails, a quantity referred to as the superelevation. Outside a curve, the two rails should be
level, i.e. the cant should be zero. On a curved track, the cant denotes the raising of the outer rail
with respect to the inner rail to allow higher speeds than if the two rails were level. However, there is
a risk of derailment if the cant changes too rapidly. This phenomenon is called the twist, i.e. the rate
of change of the track superelevation. The twist is defined as the algebraic difference between two
cant measurements taken at a defined distance apart, usually expressed as a gradient between the
two points of measurement, i.e. expressed as a ratio (% or mm/m). Twist measurements are either
taken simultaneously at a fixed distance, e.g. at a distance equivalent to the wheelbase or computed
from consecutive measurements of cant. Normally, the twist is measured on a 6-m base, i.e. the cant
measured at two points with 6-m distance (see Figure 2). The measurement data is stored in a
database (Optram, see, e.g. Bentley, 2012; Trafikverket, 2012) together with information about when
and where they were measured. The Optram database also contains information about the
infrastructure and its attributes (e.g. type of object, geographical position, and description) and if the
measurement is taken on a point asset or a linear asset. The database also contains information
about events and their history, e.g. track alignment and related information. The Optram database
was used in this study to extract data about the twist and its development along the Iron ore line in
both the spatial and the temporal domains.

Research process
The research process can be split into four parallel steps of data exploration, diagnostic modelling,
prognostic modelling, and presentation. As part of the diagnostic and prognostic modelling, different
interpolation techniques had to be utilised. Furthermore, a measurement system analysis was also
performed to support a quality assessment of the results. For these results to be useful in practise,
one important aspect is the use of graphical presentation, which can be seen as the main results of
this study.

Diagnostic modelling
The work started with a study of the diagnostic capabilities of measurement data from single
measurement occasions. The reason was to compare maintenance alarm limits based on statistical
analyses with present safety-related alarm limits based on mechanistic properties in the interaction
between wheel and rail. When determining the statistical alarm limits it was necessary to balance the
risk of false alarms and the risk of unrecognised faults. For this purpose, it was necessary to estimate
descriptive statistics, i.e. measures of central tendency (e.g. mean, median and mode) and measures
of variability (e.g. standard deviation, or variance, the minimum and maximum values of the
variables, kurtosis and skewness). Since the data are not independent in the spatial domain, it has to
be managed, e.g. in order not to underestimate the variability. This dependence is common for linear
assets due to the fact that the properties of the asset normally do not change drastically over a short
distance. For example, when considering a track, the gauge (distance between rails) will change
gradually due to construction and physical properties of the track. There are different approaches to
managing dependence, e.g. increasing measurement intervals (in the spatial or time domains) to
obtain data that are independent. However, this is not a possible choice for the present application
due to the strong autocorrelation in the spatial domain, which means that the necessary distance
between measurement points to achieve independence would lead to large parts of the asset

remaining unmonitored. A possible modification of this approach would be to use a sliding window
and thereby still monitor the entire length of the asset. Another approach is to adapt a model that
describes the dependence and use the model’s residuals (which are independent if the model is
good) instead of measurement data for analysis purposes. Both these approaches can be used when
applying control charts for monitoring of asset condition. A third approach to deal with dependence
when using control charts is to adjust the control limits. Another approach for this specific case is to
sample spatial data over a sufficiently long range, which mean that the collected data include all
wavelengths of the naturally occurring variation of the measured property. Given that the data is in
statistical control and that the sample is sufficiently large, and is including a random variation of all
occurring wavelengths, this simple approach will render reasonable estimates of the population
properties. However, since this empirical distribution is not Gaussian (normal), the control limits
were selected to balance the alpha and beta risks (false alarms and unrecognised anomalies
respectively) on the same level as standard practice for control charts based on normally distributed
data. Since the statistically determined control limits were narrower than the geometrically based
tolerance limits, the former can be used for diagnostics within maintenance and the latter for safety
purposes.
Generally, simply removing nearby observations until the autocorrelation is low enough to not cause
concerns will handle the autocorrelation of control charts data. When the ACF plot shows that the
autocorrelation is insignificant at, say, lag 5, removing four out of five consecutive observations will
generate a data series that can be analysed using regular control charts. This route could not be used
for the spatial data since the autocorrelation is strong several hundred observations apart. A removal
of the data necessary to remove autocorrelation would also make the chart too blunt for the purpose
of locating failures along the track. Autocorrelation can also be handled using two other distinct
routes when applying control charts (Montgomery, 2009). One route is to plot the residuals of a time
series model on a standard control chart, and the other route is to adjust the control limits to
compensate for autocorrelation. In this paper, the latter route is used. The control limits were based
on standard deviations of the spatial data from a time series model of a large sample so that the
collected data include all naturally occurring variation of the measured property. In Figure 3, a time
series plot of the 6 m twist is shown of a track section including more than 65 000 observations,
which equals data from a 16.5 km long section.

Figure 3. Time series plot of 6 m twist observations obtained April 28, 2007.
As seen in Figure 3, the variation is not constant. However, it is still assumed that the process is in
statistical control despite this heteroscedasticity. Hence, it is assumed that there are no known and

assignable causes for variation, and thus the data can be used for calculation of the distribution
properties of the process. The standard deviation calculation is particularly interesting, since small
sample calculations of highly dependent data, such as these, would underestimate the total variation
in the data. Using time series analysis, the estimated standard deviation was 2.42 mm. As mentioned
earlier, curves are designed with a controlled change of cant due to operational requirements of the
rolling stock. This designed cant becomes part of the natural twist distribution. However, larger
twists are normally due to some geometrical deficiency in relation to the intended infrastructure
design. The distribution deviates significantly from a normal distribution, with higher density both in
the tails and around zero, see Figure 4. Deviations with increased probability density in tails have
been shown to reduce the performance of individuals’ charts (Vermaat et al., 2003).

Figure 4. Distribution of twist data [mm] from April 28, 2007. Continuous curve represents fitted
normal distribution.
Control charts are generally used to test for out-of-control conditions of processes, but it is necessary
to select appropriate control limits before a control chart is created. A common choice is to use three
standard deviations, which, given that the data are normally distributed and that the distribution
properties (mean and standard deviation) were known would generate a risk of false alarm around
1/370. Empirically-based control limits were used in this study since the distribution was found to be
non-normal, and the 0.135% and 99.865 % percentiles together contain the probability proportion of
1/370. In this case, the percentages of these tails differ slightly (-8.23 and 8.26) due to the low
frequency of observations in the tails. Hence, the average of these empirical percentiles was
considered to be a better representation of the distribution, and therefore the control limits were set
to +/- 8.25.

Prognostic modelling
The next step was to compare multiple measurements of the same section of track. The reason here
was to investigate the possibility to monitor the changing condition of track over time. Here it should
be observed that the data is not independent in the time domain. This property is something that is
beneficial in the specific case since the time dependence is due to degradation, which is the failure
process that is to be monitored and predicted. However, the dependence has to be managed in a
correct way. In addition, it is necessary to manage positioning errors in the spatial domain between
different measurement occasions. For this purpose, it is possible to monitor the change of variability

(e.g. range, standard deviation or variance) of a characteristic over a distance instead of single
measurements of a characteristic at specific points. However, even though the positioning error is
managed by this approach, it might be that the measure of variability is not normally distributed. To
deal with this challenge, the data can be transformed. In the specific case study, when using the
range of the twist, it was necessary to use a double logarithmic transformation to obtain normally
distributed data. Also for prognostic purposes, the statistically based control limits gave earlier
warning than the geometrically based tolerance limits. Hence, such control limits support more
proactive planning and execution of maintenance.
Furthermore, the timeliness is important and thereby the prediction horizon, i.e. the remaining
useful life (RUL). In order to include planned possession time in track for actions to deal with the
degrading track in the timetable, the prediction horizon has to be at least 18 months. Both
approaches based on spatial data from single measurement occasions and approaches combining
spatial and temporal data from multiple measurement occasions were applied. Both approaches
enabled a prediction horizon of 18 months, which supports a practical application of them.
Repeated measurements make temporal studies of the track section possible (Bergquist &
Söderholm, 2012). However, a temporal graph requires that the position markers of each
measurement are comparable, and as seen from Figures 3 and 4, the positioning error was large in
relation to the wavelengths of the track twist (in this case 300 m). The studied track section was
therefore split into 300 m intervals to overcome the positioning error and enable monitoring of the
change in the twist by using successive passages of the measurement waggon. The twist error can be
considered similar to a short wavelet function appearing along the track; a negative twist for instance
due to that one rail has sunk, must be followed by a positive twist when the sunken rail rises back
after the deformed section has been passed, and even rises past the previous base level, due to the
stiffness of the rail. A slight positioning error between two consecutive measurements could thus
generate a strong positive twist at a certain position, followed by zero or negative twist at the
seemingly same position at the next measurement occasion.
A data binning procedure was utilised to overcome the positioning error. The twist is a property that
can be both positive and negative, but if the two rails are to start and end at nearly the same level,
the twist must sum to near zero over a longer distance. The range of the twist is therefore used here
as a measure of twist problems. The range of the twist variation was measured within each 300 m
section, assuming that the range of twist within such a section would be a good measure of track
twist problems in the section.
A Box-Cox transformation test of the twist ranges suggested a transformation of the range values
and suggested 95% confidence interval for the power constant between -0.27 and -0.00. The
suggested range was close to a logarithmic transformation (constant equal to zero) and the data was
therefore subjected to a logarithmic transformation. A logarithmic transformation is reasonable since
the range is skewed to the right and the minimum range has zero as a natural lower limit.
The standard deviation and mean of the logarithmic twist was estimated using data from 17 incontrol periods from track section 111, marker 416 to 417.
In Figure 5, six 300 m sections tracking another twist error are plotted in two charts inspired by the ZMR charts used for short production runs. A Z-chart lets the analyst plot multiple product types
within the same chart, and each product type is plotted in the same chart. Here, the ‘product’
represents a track section and the repeated measurements are observations from the consecutive
measurements; the oldest (April 27, 2007, near the left section border and the latest, October 3,
2014, to the right in each section). An assumption for the observations is that all track sections

should be comparable, and thus all sections are plotted versus a common estimate of the mean and
average of the logarithm of the twist ranges.
Train measured twist data obtained from the year 2007 and 2009 were used to generate first timeseries estimates of each 150 m section. Regression allowed to estimate the stability and
deterioration rate of each 150 m section. The autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions of
the differentiated time series were then studied, see for instance Montgomery et al. (2015). BoxJenkins models, also known as autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models are
common for time series analysis, and these were used here.
Assuming a normally distributed error with a non-seasonal ARIMA model may predict new
observations from the old, known observations. The time series are non-stationary (the variation
increases over time due to track degradation until maintenance), and the series were therefore
differentiated. Stationarity means that properties such as the expected mean and standard deviation
of the differentiated time series are constant over time. Second order ARIMA (p ≤ 2, q ≤ 2) models,
often including double differentiation of the series, showed best fit (Statgraphics® 16.2.04) for the
maintained sections. First order models had the best fit for unmaintained sections. The reason for
this difference is that maintenance decreased the variation, which contributed to the improved fit of
second-order models. Maintenance thus made the time series of the studied responses
discontinuous and increased the number of suggested differentiations and the complexity of the
model. However, it is not problematic that the model fit is poor for newly maintained tracks as long
as the fit is sufficient when the track deterioration has commenced beyond maintenance action
limits. The reason for this is that the model is intended to predict the deterioration rate at an
operating time where there is an increasing likelihood of failure and hence the need for preventive
maintenance. Hence, poor model precision is not important shortly after a maintenance action, but
precision requirements increase with increasing operating time and thus increased degradation. In
addition, low order models also prevent overfitting and are more parsimonious. A one-time
differentiated time series usually was sufficient for non-maintained sections, and this differentiation
we have therefore used that for all further calculations.
Based on the description above, the selected low order models were first order integrated moving
average models (IMA1,1). The autocorrelation function and partial autocorrelation function for the
logarithm of the twist range taken from track 113, section 1317, meter 500 to meter 650 are seen in
Figure 6.

Figure 6 Autocorrelation function (ACF) (above) and partial autocorrelation function (PACF) (below)
of IMA(1,1) model.
The model was then used to estimate the twist condition for the coming measurements, using a onestep-ahead prediction procedure. For every new measurement, the model was recursively updated
with new regression parameters reflecting the latest known condition of the track.

Interpolation method comparison
In addition to the challenges described above, it is necessary to manage uneven times between
measurement occasions. This challenge was managed by interpolation, in order to achieve regular
time-series data to analyse. There are a number of different interpolation techniques available and
seven different variants were tested.
The irregularity of the sampling seen in Figure 7 necessitates interpolation to obtain the presumed
range data at regular intervals. The measurements’ spread over the studied interval is found in Figure

7a and 7b. The interpolation interval was chosen to three months, and the chosen dates were March
31, June 30, September 30 and December 31.
The methods used for the interpolation included the Akima spline, nearest neighbour, linear
interpolation, Kriging interpolation with constants 1.05 and 1.2, and also least squares regression
using both linear and quadratic estimations, see Figure 4. Note that the regression allowed for the
fitted curve not to pass through the observations, something that the other methods did not.
A time interval was chosen to contain training data recorded between October 9, 2007 and October
1, 2009, and this interval included 11 observations each on the 13 studied 150 m intervals. The
interpolation methods were then tested by using a one-step-ahead prediction of the observation
obtained during the validation period, ranging between October 2, 2009, and June 7, 2012. The
intervals were chosen since neither 150 m section showed any dramatic changes of the observed
property, indicating that no unreported maintenance actions had been performed. Data for four of
the 13 sections obtained from the training period and the validation period are seen in Figure 8.
After the one-step-ahead prediction and the prediction error was calculated by comparing the
prediction with the measured value, the training set was expanded with the new observation, new
models were calculated and new one-step-ahead predictions were calculated over the validation
interval. The sum of the squared one-step-ahead prediction error was then used to evaluate which of
the interpolation methods that gave best results. Note that the one-step-ahead prediction error is an
extrapolation rather than an interpolation, and it is likely that methods that are sensitive towards the
last observation (e.g. the Akima spline in Figure 1), are ranked low using this procedure.

a)

b)

Figure 7. a): Number of measurements per year. b): Number of measurements per months over the
eight years.

Figure 8. Linear regression fitting (solid grey curve) and 2nd-degree polynomial curve fitting (black
dashed curve) to measurement data.

Figure 9.Observations used for training the different interpolation methods and one-step-ahead
extrapolation period used for validation.

Measurement system analysis
Different sources of measurement error (e.g. speed and type of measurement car, measurement
direction, and seasonality) have to be managed. Hence, a measurement system reproducibility
analysis was performed based on secondary data that contained repeated sampling. The repeated
sampling was based on occasions when the measurement train passed the same section of track
within only a few days, even though it was in the returning direction. Hence, the degradation of track
between these measurement occasions should be negligible and any difference in measurement
results could be addressed to some other factors. Since the data was secondary and not based on a
GRR (Gauge Repeatability and Reproducibility) study, there were some limitations that had to be
managed, e.g. lack of some information and potential correlation of influential factors. Since the
speed and measurement directions varied, the study can be said to measure the instrument
reproducibility as defined by EN 13848-2:2006. Influential factors were identified by regression,
where different approaches were combined in order to manage multicollinearity among the included
factors.
The empirical data used for the measurement system analysis was collected from Optram ranging
from April 27, 2007, to November 21, 2014. A track section at the Swedish Iron ore line was chosen
based on three criteria, i.e. the chosen section should not:




contain switches and crossings, platforms et cetera;
contain sharp curves, or
have had a renewal of the track during the chosen timeframe.

In addition, since one of the study goals was to predict derailment critical geometrical faults, the
search was directed to such sections.
The chosen 2 km track can be found on track section 113, km 1327 and m 500 to km 1319 and m 450.
The chosen section lies 5 km west of Gällivare train station, roughly 100 km north of the Arctic circle
on the track connecting the mining towns of Gällivare and Kiruna. The track section is classified
according to the speed (v) class 2; 80 < V ≤ 120 km/h and is classified to support heavy haul trains (30
tonnes max axle load).
The studied data were obtained from three different types of measurement cars, the Strix
measurement car, the IMV100N and the IMV 200 (Al-Douri et al., 2016; Bergquist & Söderholm,
2016). The measurement cars have different maximum speeds, and the measurement speeds will
also vary due to other circumstances, so the measurements were obtained at different speeds. Since
the studied track section leads into Norway, the measurement trains stopped and returned in the
other direction when reaching the border. The speed, the direction the car travelled when the
measurement was taken, and the car identity is recorded in the database together with the
measurement data. However, this additional information is not considered when maintenance
decisions are made. The speed, the instrument (i.e. the car identity), and the direction are, however,
variables that can be controlled for by using regression analysis. It is uncertain how the operators
have influenced the measurement variation, other than added to the measurement error. The same
operators work in teams of two, and it is likely that the measurement teams are the same ones
during both measurements, but the measurements could be started by anyone of the team
members. The manual starting point of the measurement will affect the positioning of the
calibration, which will affect the comparison between measurements for the older measurement
waggon types (IMV 100 and Strix), but once started, the measurement is automatic. While the
operator information is not stored and thus the operator variation component cannot be estimated,

the many repeated measurements spanning several years should be enough for the operator
variation to be included in the general instrument measurement error.
All measurement data are time stamped, which allows for studying time-dependent deterioration of
the track and its properties. The measurements are obtained from all of Sweden, also in regions
where spring thaw and frost heave are likely affecting the stability of the track. Variables indicating
ground frost are not stored in the databases. However, the measurement dates can be juxtaposed
with data from roadside ground frost measurements stations, allowing a study of that variable as
well. The ground frost effect was studied using a dummy variable coded as 1 at times of frost heave,
0 otherwise, and another 1 or 0 dummy variable indicating spring thaw. Such coding was also used
for the travelled direction of the measurement waggon when taking the measurement. A reasonable
assumption was that accumulated load, rather than the time stamps themselves, would be
correlated with the dimensional deterioration of track, and another database interlinking made load
data available for the study. A side effect of the regression analysis was thus that the effect of
seasonal variations, car speed, as well as accumulated load and time could be assessed besides the
uncertainty stemming from the instrument, the measurement waggons.
As speeds and measurement directions between the two measurements were allowed to vary, the
study can be said to measure the instrument reproducibility according to the European standard EN
13848-2:2006. According to the same standard, the 95% confidence limit for the 6 m twist
reproducibility is 1.8 mm. The reference distribution that is used for the confidence limit is not stated
in the standard, but if a Gaussian distribution is assumed, the confidence limits correspond to a
standard deviation of 0.918. Since we in this study focus on the ability to measure the twist variation
of a 150 m track section, the two measurements cannot be compared directly. However, some
comparisons can still be made. For the Strix waggon, a 95% confidence limit would suggest that the
standard deviation of the second measurement would be within +/- 0.23 mm of the first one. The
confidence limits for the IMV100 and IMV200 would be +/- 0.55 and 0.11 mm respectively.
The safety critical requirements for the 6 m twist is given by the standard SS-EN 13848-2 and
depends on the classification of the track. The requirements are shown below:
The requirements on the 6 m twist are seen in Table 1.
Table 1. Requirements for 6 m twist
EN 13848-2

EN 13848-2

Repeatability, 95th
percentile [mm/m]

Reproducibility, 95th
percentile [mm/m]

+/- 0.8

+/- 1

Parameter data, computed from cross-level
measurements (spatially synchronized)

+/- 2

+/- 3

Standard deviation of data from a fixed length
(typically 200 m, without spatial
synchronisation), direct measurement

0.04

0.08

Standard deviation of data (typically 200 m,
without spatial synchronisation) computed from
cross-level

0.2

0.3

Parameter data, direct measurements (spatially
synchronized)

As noted in Table 1, the age and time since maintenance influence the twist limits. The twist
tolerances are narrowest for new tracks, intermediate for tracks that have been maintained and
widest for old tracks. The railway classification is also affecting the requirements. The lowest
demands are put on industry tracks and the highest on high-speed tracks. Since the requirements
differ, so will also the goodness measures of the waggons. In this study, we ignore some conditions
affecting measurement system reproducibility, such as operators, since the secondary data did not
include that information. The data was not collected with a GRR purpose, so many influential factors
could be correlated.
The waggons measure the track every 25th cm, but the uncertainty of the positioning made lumping
these data into larger blocks necessary for comparisons from a measurement taken at different
waggon passages. Here, we selected 150 m sections and the standard deviation of the data chosen as
the most relevant representation of the deterioration of the track condition. Thirteen 150 m sections
of the track were selected and data from the year 2007 to 2014 were extracted from the database.
The twist condition underwent periods of steady deterioration followed by radical improvements
due to maintenance (in this case tamping), during the period, see Figure 10. The figure shows a time
series of the logarithm of the standard deviation of the twist along one 150 section. Note that there
is a large variation of the twist standard deviation.

Figure 10. Collected twist data from one 150m section. Step variation reductions indicate
maintenance actions.
Hence, the 150 m sections were visually inspected before further analyses, and only time periods
without suspected maintenance actions were selected. In this case, data obtained between April
2008 and July 2012 was included in the analysis.

The measurement uncertainty is possible to estimate since the cars measure a railway terminus so
that the tracks were measured twice within one or at most four days. While there can be a slight,
albeit small deterioration of the condition between these observations due to wear, the slow
deterioration can and has been controlled for. The differences of the measured twist variation of
each 150 m section were calculated based on these repeated measurements. Regression analysis
was used to rid the data from long-term deterioration as well as seasonal effects, such as frost heave
or spring thaw, of the track condition. Multicollinearity was indeed an issue since total load and the
time regressors were multicollinear. The regression was therefore performed using regularisation, in
this case, elastic net regression (Zou & Hastie, 2005).
When seasonal and long-term components had been extracted from the data, the residuals of
repeated measurements were collected for analysis of measurement uncertainty.
Assumptions for measurements systems analysis include that data should not be dependent and that
they are normally distributed. The property studied was the twist variation, and a general
transformation for estimated standard deviations is the log transform due to that the sampling
distribution of a standard deviation χ〖_^2〗distributed. The differences were then tested for
normality, see Figure 3 for an excerpt of the data for the Strix measurement waggon 6 m twist data.

Figure 11. Normal probability plot (top) and frequency histogram (bottom) of 104 observed
differences of back and forth measurements (ln(twist)) from 13 track sections obtained from eight
replicate measurements between 2008 and 2012.

Graphical presentation of results
Finally, any analysis has to be presented in a useful way for its intended purpose. Hence, a number of
different charts and plots were developed in order to support decision making. One example is
diagnostic support by use of traditional Shewhart control chart of asset condition (direct measure in
single points) in the spatial domain. Another example is prognostic support by use of individuals ZMR control charts and heat maps of asset condition (variability measure over distance) in the
spatiotemporal domain. Also, an individuals control chart was developed to monitor the stability of
measurements over time, which can be used to study the performance of different measurement
waggons.

Summary of challenges and solutions
Table. Summary of some identified challenges and available solutions.
Challenge
Skewness
Non-normality, but
symmetric
Dependence
Positioning error
Uneven sampling
intervals
Uneven sample sizes
Unknown measurement
precision
Prediction

Solution
Transformation
Empirical distributions with percentiles balancing alpha and beta risks
Increase sampling interval
Fit model and use residuals
Adjust limits based on empirical percentiles
Data binning and use distribution measure for a distance instead of single
values of points
Interpolation
Inter-measurement alignment and missing data treatment
Measurement system reproducibility analysis based on secondary data
with repeated sampling
Extrapolation
Time series analysis

Results
The results of the study are divided into the four main parts of diagnostics, prognostics, interpolation
and measurement system analysis.

Diagnostics supported by a temporal control chart approach
A derailment hazardous twist was detected on a section of the Iron ore line on June 10, 2011, by
using the traditional alarm limits. The hazardous twist was found at track section 111, between
marker 1495 and 1496, which is west of Kiruna. This alarm was used as a starting point for a further
statistical analysis of the same section using both that measurement data, as well as data from both
earlier and later measurements. This new analysis was performed by using ordinary Shewhart-type
individuals control charts, based on the empirical percentile control limits.
It is clear from the charts in Figure 3 and 4 that irregular twisting would have been detected earlier
using a control chart approach than by the traditional practice relying on safety-related alarm limits
based on geometrical properties (in this case 25 mm). The charts would signal for an assignable cause
at least three months earlier (April 2011, Figure 4) than the measurement requiring immediate
actions to adjust the track positions. The difference in twist locations is due to erroneous positioning
data in one or both the two measurements. Range charts are not shown due to the large spatial
autocorrelation.
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Figure 3. Twist on the railway at marker 1495, June 2011.
X Chart for Twist 6m April 14 2011
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Figure 12. Twist on railway track section 111, near maker 1495, April 14, 2011.

Prognostics supported by a spatiotemporal control chart approach
Repeated measurements make temporal studies of the track section possible [32]. However, a
temporal graph requires that the position markers of each measurement are comparable, and as
seen from Figures 3 and 4, the positioning error was large in relation to the wavelengths of the track
twist (in this case 300 m). The studied track section was therefore split into 300 m intervals to
overcome the positioning error and enable monitoring of the change in the twist by using successive
passages of the measurement waggon. The twist error can be considered similar to a short wavelet
function appearing along the track; a negative twist for instance due to that one rail has sunk, must
be followed by a positive twist when the sunken rail rises back after the deformed section has been
passed, and even rises past the previous base level, due to the stiffness of the rail. A slight
positioning error between two consecutive measurements could, therefore, generate a strong
positive twist at a certain position, followed by zero or negative twist at the seemingly same position
at the next measurement occasion.
A data binning procedure was utilised to overcome the positioning error. The twist is a property that
can be both positive and negative, but if the two rails are to start and end at nearly the same level,

the twist must sum to near zero over a longer distance. The range of the twist is therefore used here
as a measure of twist problems. The range of the twist variation was measured within each 300 m
section, assuming that the range of twist within such a section would be a good measure of track
twist problems in the section.
Box-Cox transformation test of the twist ranges suggested that the range values should be
transformed and suggested 95% confidence interval for the power constant between -0.27 and -0.00.
The suggested range was close to a logarithmic transformation (constant equal to zero) and the data
was therefore subjected to a logarithmic transformation. A logarithmic transformation is reasonable
since the range is skewed to the right and the minimum range has zero as a natural lower limit.
The standard deviation and mean of the logarithmic twist was estimated using data from 17 incontrol periods from track section 111, marker 416 to 417.
In Figure 5, six 300 m sections tracking another twist error are plotted in two charts inspired by the ZMR charts used for short production runs. A Z-chart lets the analyst plot multiple product types
within the same chart, and each product type is plotted in the same chart. Here, the ‘product’
represents a track section and the repeated measurements are observations from the consecutive
measurements; the oldest (April 27, 2007, near the left section border and the latest, October 3,
2014, to the right in each section). An assumption for the observations is that all track sections
should be comparable, and thus all sections are plotted versus a common estimate of the mean and
average of the logarithm of the twist ranges.

Figure 13. The logarithm of the range of twist of track divided into 300 m sections. Each observation
represents one measurement occasion; the oldest to the leftmost of each section.
Each 300 m section is delimited by the vertical dashed lines. Each observation in Figure 5 represents
the range of how much the twist varied along this 300 m section at a particular occasion of
measurement, i.e. at a separate run by the measurement waggon. The leftmost observation of each

section is from April 2007, and the rightmost observation originates from October 2014. Hence,
Figure 5 contains both spatial and temporal information about the track. The observations in Figure 5
have then been scaled to unit variance and centred to zero.
The top chart of Figure 5 shows how a certain measurement occasion performed by the
measurement waggon deviates, and it is seen that several observations generate alarms as they are
larger than the upper control limit (UCL). In this case, the first alarm would be given during the very
first measurement on the leftmost track section. This is the observation found to the very left in the
top chart and it represents the range of measurements from April 27, 2007, at track section 1317725,
and this alarm is followed by another alarm at the same track section on April 28 the same year. As
can be seen, the second 300 m section (1318025) also shows large variation, albeit below the control
limit during the measurements taken in April 2007. The third observations obtained in October 2007
for both sections 1317725 and 1318025 show less variation. This variation decrease is due to
maintenance actions (tamping) performed in June 2007 on sections 1317725 and 1318025.
As can be seen, the track twist variation then increases steadily for all 300 m sections, until the
variation is abruptly reduced owing to another tamping action performed in June 2013. This tamping
was initiated by an alarm at section 1318925 on April 29, 2012, seen in the chart as the top
observation in that section. However, one can notice that there are two additional observations
before the variation is reduced.
The lower chart is a two observation moving range chart. The alarms seen here are all due to the
abrupt change of variation stemming from tamping actions.
As stated, the regular procedure with set alarm limits indicated a derailment hazardous twist fault on
April 29, 2012. Note that the top chart signals much earlier (March 2011). This means that the chart
has reacted to the change of the twist ranges at this section. However, there are also alarms at
section 131805 in March 2011, which thereafter disappear only to return in February 2012. These
fluctuations leading to alarms being generated followed by observations below the alarm limit
reflects that there is random variation present, e.g. due to measurement errors.
This section presents the results of the performed analysis. In Figure 3, shows the model construction
phase (data from 2009) and the prediction model (starting Jan 1, 2010) for one of the 150m sections.

Figure 14. Prognostic model. The dashed curve depicts the initial model. The continuous curve shows
the recursive one-step-ahead prediction results. Error bars indicate measurement error, not model
error. Note that the distance between the model and the observation increases with increasing
variation ranges.
The studied track section contains a derailment critical twist fault, which was found on April 29, 2012
(largest observation in the chart). The track was maintained at some point after June 6, 2006 (the
maintenance database lacks exact information). Note that model variation is smaller than the
variation of the observations. This is reasonable given the measurement errors and other error
sources that the data contain.
In Figure 4, the prognostic model is applied to a longer track section. The vertical axis represents the
spatial domain, that is, the displacement of the track, with the 13 different 150 m sections outlined.
The horizontal axis represents the temporal domain and the heat-map colour coding represents the
predicted estimate of the studied variable. Darker areas represent sections with larger twist
problems. Figure 4 shows the prognoses from June 30, 2009, in and the earlier dates are merely
linear interpolations of the studied property. The colour coding of the heatmap indicates areas
where the predicted variation is below or over than the statistical detection limit, as well as the
geometrically based alarm limits in current use. The dash-dotted vertical line differentiates between
the model’s training set and the prediction set. The solid vertical line represents maintenance
actions, here tamping, where the variation showed a stepwise reduction.

Figure 15. Prognostic model results for the track. Colour map coding represent predicted value for
the studied property, ln(ln(range(twist))).
A few problems affect the data quality. Inaccurate condition measurements and imprecise (or even
lack of) manual updates of when maintenance actually was performed are two of these. The
database also lacks information on the maintenance of the measurement equipment itself. Another
problem is that the model procedure struggles with uncertainties related to imprecise measurements
due to positioning errors and unstable substructure conditions due e.g. to frost heave and spring
thaw in the arctic climate. The measurements for the studied section were, unfortunately, too
infrequent for a data-driven approach to model such seasonality.

Interpolation method comparison
Table 1 presents the sum of the squared prediction error, SQE, of the interpolation methods. The
Akima spline’s sensitivity toward endpoint measurements also makes it sensitive versus
measurement errors, and therefore the measurement errors are large. The Kriging methods as well
as using the nearest neighbour or using linear interpolations all give fair predictions. These methods
are, however, beaten by the regression methods where the model does not pass through the
observations. The more relaxed requirements of the whereabouts of the model near observations
are reasonable given that the observations contain considerable measurement errors. The linear
regression model and the regression model using cubic terms have similar prediction errors, but the
linear regression is the more parsimonious and is therefore chosen.
Table 1. One-step-ahead prediction error of studied methods

Method

SQE

Akima spline

294

Nearest neighbour

87.8E-3

Linear interpolation

87.8E-3

Kriging with constant 1.05

93.1E-3

Kriging with constant 1.2

122E-3

Linear regression

54.6E-3

2nd-degree polynomial regression

58.7E-3

Measurement system analysis
The results show that the type of measurement car had the highest influence on measurement
uncertainty out of the studied regressor variables, see Table 2.
Regularisation methods punish collinear regression coefficients and shrink them towards zero. The
collinear variable that has the most power to explain the data is pushed towards zero more slowly
and may increase, as more of the variation that cannot be explained by the variable pushed further
towards zero will be absorbed by that remaining variable. How often a predictor deviates from zero
when the study is repeated on different objects is, therefore, a good indication of the importance of
the predictor.
Table 2. Regression results from 13 individual 150 m sections.

Average
estimate

Median
estimate

Lowest
value

Highest
value

Estimated
Standard
deviation

Number of
active
regressors

-5.7

-6.1

-14.2

0.4

5.4

13

Date

1.52E-04

1.56E-04

0

3.85E-04

1.41E-04

8

Load

3.89E-07

0

0

3.10E-06

9.65E-07

3

0.1600

0.1848

0.0000

0.2520

7.35E-02

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

Measurement direction

0.0068

0.0000

-0.0724

0.0595

3.33E-02

4

Spring thaw

0.0064

0

0

0.0834

2.31E-02

1

Frost heave

0

0

0

0

0.00E+00

0

0.0849

0.0770

0.0498

0.1234

2.25E-02

13

Term

Intercept

Measurement wagon
Car speed

Scale

The two most highly collinear variables in the study were the dates the observations were obtained
and the accumulated load subjected to the section. As seen in Table 1, the date was a good predictor
of deterioration in eight cases, whereas the load was the best predictor for the condition
deterioration in three cases. Only in one case did the penalization mechanism of the elastic net
regression render both the load and the date active simultaneously. However, in that case, the
regression coefficient of the load was negative. That would mean that the track condition will

improve over time as the accumulated load increases, which in the long term is inconceivable. When
the load regressor was manually set to zero for this section, the regression coefficient for date
returned to positive. From a general procedure perspective, the date thus seemed as a better
predictor of the deterioration for the 6 m twist.
Note that frost heave was not found to influence the twist in this study, and nor did the
measurement speed. The spring thaw was actively increasing variation in one section, and there is
likely a seasonal effect due to ground frost. However, compared to other effects, the seasonal effect
due to ground frost seems negligible. The measurement speed is collinear with the type of
measurement car as the different cars have different maximum speeds, and a regular multiple
regression had generated regression coefficients for speed as well. The punishment of the
coefficients of the regularisation regression thus effectively moved the variation otherwise allotted
to speed to the type of car, as the type of car had a larger influence on its own. A study where only
one type of measurement car has been used would, however, increase chances of receiving non-zero
speed coefficients. There likely exists such a dynamic effect, albeit smaller than due to the type of
measurement car.
The type of measurement car effect was active in twelve out of the thirteen studied sections. The
IMV100N showed the largest variation, followed by the Strix car, but of course even the best car, the
IMV200 had a measurable measurement inaccuracy.
When studying the stability of the measurements over time, it is reasonable to use control charts to
monitor control chart performance. In Figure 4, a control chart was used to study the Strix waggon
performance

Figure 16. Individuals control chart for the measurement. The alarm experienced 2011-11-05 on
section 1319 375 corresponds to an unusually large difference between the variation measurements
at this point in time.

As seen in Figure 4, the Strix data (differences between the variation of two consecutive
measurements) plotted in the control charts for the Strix measurement waggon remain well
behaved. One alarm is seen. The difference between obtained variation measurements between
November 3 and November 5, 2011, observations are larger than expected. These dates are unusual
in the database and this may be because this is a time when frost heave could be expected. In fact,
November 3 and 5, 2011 was the only duplicate measurements taken in the time range where we
beforehand had classified it as a frost heave prone date. That only one section was affected could be
due to chance. However, in hindsight, we are not sure of the reason for the large difference.
Another assumption was that the data should be independent. The autocorrelation coefficient was,
however below the significant threshold for all lags and we cannot reject the hypotheses that the
data was, in fact, independent.

Discussion
Trafikverket, as all other authorities in Sweden, should be managed effectively (do the right things),
take care of the state’s resources (do things the right way), obey present laws and obligations
imposed by Sweden’s membership in the European Union (compliance), and present its performance
in a reliable and fair manner; see SFS(2007:515) at Riksdagen (2017). When signing the annual report,
top management states that Trafikverket with reasonable assurance manages risks that are related
to the four areas described above, see SFS(2007:603) at Riksdagen (2017). Hence, a major strength of
the proposed solution is that it can be integrated with internal control and risk management, and
thereby support top management. Regarding safety, the proposed solution supports monitoring of
accidents precursors, which has a great safety improvement potential compared to accidents. This
will also support the use of common Safety Indicators (CSIs) and fulfilment of common Safety Targets
(CSTs). Hence, the solution fits well into the framework of Common Safety Methods for Risk
Assessment (CSM-RA, Regulation No 2015/1136) and Common Safety Methods for Monitoring (CSMMo, Regulation No 1078/2012). In summary, the solution contributes to the combination of internal
control, risk management and safety management, which supports a railway system with an
economically sustainable safety performance for society.
The graphical procedure readily pinpoints sections that eventually will become problematic and
require some action. Already three years before the limit was reached, the graphical models
indicated degrading performance and needs for concern. This is well before the required 18 months
for timetable scheduling. The achieved planning horizon of three years enable a joint consideration
of necessary tamping actions with other maintenance actions (e.g. opportunistic maintenance) as
well as with more long term planned actions such as renewal (e.g. replacement of track with same
standard) and investment (e.g. improved track standard due to increased speed or axle load). Hence,
the order and coordination of actions can be optimised with regard to available resources (e.g.
manpower, track possession time and tamping machines) and traffic needs (both current and future).
Hence, the section can be considered from a true system perspective, where not only parts of the
spatial, temporal or system domains are focussed on. This system view is highly valuable for railway
transportation, where the infrastructure has three required functions to allow train traffic, i.e. track,
power-supply and interlocking.
In this case, the data quality was affected by some deficiencies, as stated previously. Improved data
quality due to other models such or better measurements will improve prognoses. The main purpose
of this presentation was, however, not the prognoses per se, but the way those prognoses can be
presented in a way that is understandable by practitioners, so that maintenance planning can be

made more efficiently and effective. We believe that maintenance managers will benefit from such
presentation.
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Such an improvement would also reduce the risk level and life
cycle cost associated with railway transports.

ABSTRACT
To achieve condition-based maintenance, it is necessary to
monitor, diagnose and make prognoses about the condition of
physical assets. Today, new and innovative technologies for
operation and monitoring support the harvesting of large amount
of data that may reflect the condition. There are also powerful
analytical approaches to refine this data into diagnostic and
prognostic information about the current and future condition.

eMaintenance, that is using innovative Information &
Communication Technology (ICT), is key for such improvements,
see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. However, the nature of collected condition
data usually violate common statistical assumptions, such as
samples being taken from an independently, identically and even
normally distributed population. The violations of these
assumptions differ from being of no consequence to invoking
serious errors. It is thus necessary to apply proper analytical
approaches that master, for instance data sampled from nonsymmetric distributions, and dependencies in the data.

Wear or degradation of a linear asset section is a time dependent
process, and a worn or degraded section usually is surrounded by
other poor sections. The sampled information will thus be
autocorrelated, both in time between consecutive measurements,
and along the track in the spatial domain. An effective and
efficient decision support procedure for condition-based
maintenance actions will thus benefit from taking both temporal
and spatial data into consideration.

The purpose of this paper is to describe a proposed control chart
approach for condition assessment of linear assets, such as
transport infrastructure, power lines and pipelines. The approach
is illustrated by a case study of twist failure of track at the
Swedish Iron ore line.

The purpose of this paper is to present a control chart approach for
assessment of the condition of linear assets using both spatial and
temporal information. The spatial information stems from the
measurements of the asset condition along the track. The track is
also split into sections, where section deterioration over time is
monitored using information from consecutive measurements in
time. The proposed approach is illustrated by a case study of the
Swedish Iron ore line, with focus on critical faults of the rail that
can cause derailment.

The remaining part of this paper is outlined as follows. First, there
is a short description of the applied study approach, followed by
an introduction to statistical monitoring. Then, there is a
description of the case study, with a focus on the proposed
analytical approach for condition assessment of linear assets.
Finally, the paper briefly discusses the results and experiences of
the study and suggests directions for further development.

2. STUDY APPROACH

Keywords

Based on the stated purpose, the following research question was
formulated: How can statistical approaches be applied to assess
the condition of linear assets? Based on systematic selection
criteria [6], a single case study was chosen as an appropriate
research strategy to answer the stated research question. Due to
accessibility and available resources, it was decided to study the
Swedish Iron ore line. The study focused on twist failure of track,
since those failures are critical, and had been pinpointed during a
criticality assessment.

Time-series analysis, control chart, condition assessment, linear
assets, maintenance, railway infrastructure, Sweden.

1. INTRODUCTION
The railway system is increasingly used for transports of both
passengers and freight. Unfortunately, the infrastructure often
lacks capacity, which leads to unwanted traffic disturbances. The
railway system’s capacity can be increased by operating the
existing infrastructure in a more efficient and effective way and
by developing the maintenance of both infrastructure and rolling
stock.

The empirical data was collected through interviews, document
studies, observations and databases. The analysis has been based
on theories taken from the quality technology and industrial
statistics domains, with a focus on statistical process control.
Finally, the paper has been reviewed by key informants and roles
in order to verify its content.

Different actors within the railway system collect large amounts
of data. In this paper, it is suggested that this data could be better
used for maintenance surveillance and prognosis. Better prognosis
and surveillance would reduce maintenance-related stops, and, if
the hypothesis is valid, this data carries a large potential to reduce
the traffic disturbances caused by infrastructure and rolling stock.
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processes where in-control periods are followed by periods with
increasing failure rates.

3. STATISTICAL MONITORING
Statistically based prediction models are regularly used for
predictive purposes. However, the quality of the forecasts is
dependent on a number of circumstances. Some examples that
have impact on the forecast quality are the quality of the models,
the quality of the data fed into the models, and the degree to
which the mechanism to be predicted is deterministic, chaotic, or
stochastic. Fully stochastic processes cannot be predicted.
However, many types of deterioration behaviours are largely
deterministic. This means that prediction models can be used to
forecast system failures, given that the system conditions and
system loads can be measured or estimated.

4. CASE STUDY
The Iron ore line is about 500 kilometres long and starts at Narvik
in Norway in the north-west and ends at Luleå in Sweden in the
south-east (Ofotenbanen is the official name for the Norwegian
section). Today, iron ore trains, passenger trains and freight trains
use the line. The iron ore transports are performed around the
clock throughout the year in extreme arctic climate. Large
temperature differences and weather changes are demanding for
both the rolling stock and the infrastructure.

Statistical process control (SPC) is a classical statistical method
used for many surveillance applications to monitor and control
that processes run at their full potential. The SPC method was
originally developed in the 1920s, see [7], but have since then
found use in various sectors [8]. The general SPC methodology is
the use of control charts, where measurements of the process is
monitored. Using control charts, measurements are compared to
nominal or mean values. Any deviation from the nominal or mean
is classified either as being small enough that there is reasonably
large chance that the deviation is due to random variation
(common causes). If the deviation is larger than the control limits,
it is deemed too large to be just due to random noise, and thus
assignable (due to special causes).

The iron ore transports depart from the mining company LKAB’s
mines in Malmberget, Svappavaara and Kiruna and arrives at
LKAB’s iron ore harbours in Narvik and Luleå, as well as a steel
plant in Luleå operated by the customer SSAB. The Iron ore line
allows a train weight of 8 600 metric tonnes and an axle load of
30 metric tonnes. The annually freights of iron ore are on the
northern route (Kiruna–Narvik) 15 million metric tonnes, and 7
million tonnes on the southern route (Luleå–Boden–Gällivare–
Kiruna).
The Iron ore line is a bottleneck in LKAB’s logistic chain, and
hence, the dependability of the line is essential. To minimize
transport disruptions, maintenance of vital parts of the railway
infrastructure should therefore be preventive and condition-based
instead of corrective, to allow timely planning and execution. The
condition of the track is fundamental to the railway system, where
track failures risk safety and may cause delays due to speed
restrictions or derailments. The most critical linear assets of the
railway infrastructure are the contact wire and the track. This
study focuses on track, due to its criticality with regard to safety
and operation, but also cost.

Many types of control charts have been designs for various
purposes. For some processes, for instance in manufacturing, it is
convenient to sample and measure variables in groups, so called
rational subgroups. Automatic measurements, for instance
generating measures of all products are, however, increasingly
common, and individual observations are also common for
variable data. Other control charts include those suitable for
attribytes, for multivariate data, and so on. The data described in
this paper are variables obtained using automatic sampling
suitable for individuals charts, and the discussion is from this
point limited to control charts for such data.

The track condition data used for analysis is collected by a
measurement wagon that runs along the track and measures a
number of properties in speeds up to 160 km/h. The wagon
measures about 30 track geometry variables (every 25th cm), e.g.
height position, side position, width, and twist. Measurements of
about 40 variables split into wavelength intervals for ripples and
waves (every 25th cm), and about 30 rail profile variables
(measured every 3rd m) are recorded. Dynamic (with pantograph)
and static (without pantograph) measurements of the contact wire
position are also obtained (every 2nd and 10th cm respectively). In
addition, the ballast profile and track toughness is also measured.
See, e.g. [12, 13] for information about the Strix measurement
wagon. In this study, the twist is studied, since twist can cause
derailment and is thereby vital for safety.

The selection of control limits is made based on balancing the
risks of not detecting an assignable cause, the beta risk. Setting
control limits that are too wide will increase the beta risk. A too
narrow choice, on the other hand increases the risks of generating
false alarms, i.e. the alpha risk. Many regular SPC applications
use control limits equal to three standard deviations (3ı), which
for normally distributed and independent data that are unaffected
by assignable causes for variation would false alarms at 0.3% of
the observations. Using individual measurements and using a
regular so called x-chart with control limits of 3ı would for a
control chart of individual measurements, have a chance of
detection of 2.3% for assignable causes of size 1ı, and 50%
chance of detection of 3ı. See also Montgomery [9].

The twist is the difference of cant (in mm) between two sections
of track, at distance b (in m) apart, divided by the measurement
base b. Hence, twist is expressed in mm/m. The cant is typically
expressed as the difference in elevation of the two rails, a quantity
referred to as the superelevation. Outside a curve, the two rails
should be level, i.e. the cant should be zero. However, on curved
track, the cant denotes the raising of the outer rail with respect to
the inner rail to allow higher speeds than if the two rails were
level. In this case, the cant assists in creating the force necessary
to accelerate the train laterally to traverse a curve. At the
transition to a curve, the cant increases gradually from zero to the
projected cant. If a track was canted to the level required to

Observations where assignable causes of variation are present
generate alarms so that the process can be adjusted, and so that the
assignable causes can be removed. Control charts have been
generated for various situations, such as when the data is
categorical or numeric, for individual or multivariate properties,
for skewly distributed data and so on, see e.g. [9].
Control charts have been used to establish predictive maintenance
plans. One example is Katter et al. [10], who use control charts to
monitor laser equipment to establish condition-based maintenance
of the cathode. Another example is Ben Daya and Rahim [11],
who suggest that control charts could be used to monitor
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generate the full curving force (equilibrium cant) for the
maximum speed of the fastest train, a slower train could topple
over. A compromise value of cant is therefore used, leading to
‘cant deficiency’ at higher speeds. At the Swedish transport
administration’s network, the maximum permissible cant is 150
mm, where the rolling stock is not likely to topple over if they
would stop.

the mean, standard deviation, skewness and so on. In Figure 1, a
histogram of spatial observations of the twist failure data is
shown, together with descriptive statistics. The 5100 points are
sampled from a pool of 510 000 observations; i.e. 127.5 km.

If the cant changes too rapidly, there is a risk of derailment. This
phenomenon is called twist (i.e. the rate of change of the track
superelevation). Normally, the twist is measured on a 6 m base,
i.e. the cant measured at two points with 6 m distance. In addition,
the twist is also measured on a 3 m base, which usually indicates a
low joint in one rail.

Figure 1. Histogram, stem and leaf diagram, and summary
statistics of twist data from track.

The measurement data is stored in a database (Optram) together
with information about when and where the measurements were
performed. The Optram database also contains information about
the infrastructure and its attributes (e.g. type of object,
geographical position, description) and if the measurement is
taken on a point object or a linear asset. The database also contain
information about events and their history, e.g. track alignment
with the attributes of machine, method and description, but also
the spread with date, track section, and part of track. Optram
allows for displaying the measurements and the respective
specification limits and for analyses over time, and of parts of the
asset. Condition dependency analyses due to factors such as speed
can also be studied. The system can also be used for condition
predictions of the asset, but does not generate autonomous
maintenance suggestions for where different maintenance actions
are needed (e.g. track alignment and track grinding). See, e.g. [14,
15] for further information about Optram. The Optram database
was used in this study to extract data about the twist and its
development along the Iron ore line in both the spatial and the
temporal domains.

Regular control charts for the twist can be designed based on the
mean and the standard deviation of the data.

6. RESULTS
A derailment hazardous twist was in October 2010 detected on a
section of the Iron ore line track. This alarm prompted a study of
the same section using both that measurement data, as well as data
from earlier as well as later measurements.
The measurements were analysed in ordinary Shewhart type
individuals control charts, based on the sample standard deviation
obtained from the analysis seen in Figure 1, see Figure 2 a–f.
Before a control chart is created, it is necessary to select
appropriate control limits. A common choice is to use three
standard deviations, which, given that the data are normally
distributed and independent data would have a false alarm risk of
around 1/250. To reduce the possibility for false alarms even
further in light of the large data set, wider control limits were
chosen. The chosen control limits represent 3.29 times the
standard deviation of the data, which would render false alarms of
1/1000. It is clear from the charts in Figure 2 that irregular
twisting would have been detected earlier than by the current
practice. The charts would signal for an assignable cause more
than one year before the measurement requiring immediate
actions to adjust the track positions (Figure 2b), and severe
deviations four months earlier than the current use of safety alarm
limits (Figure 2d). (Range charts are not shown due to size
limitations, but the alarms are spotted faster in the individual
charts, due to the large spatial autocorrelation).

5. PROPOSED ANALYSIS APPROACH
The measurements of linear assets are often strongly
autocorrelated in the spatial domain; an observation of, for
instance, track height, will be similar to the track heights
measured nearby. This dependency affects the methods of
analysis. Without actions to prevent it, the dependency will lead to
underestimation of the variation of the process, which in turn will
affect prediction properties and evaluations of measurements.
Consecutive measurements may also exhibit autocorrelation in the
time domain. The measurement of a track height at a certain
position will be similar to a measurement taken the next week, or
even the next year, given that the track has not been subjected to
repair et cetera.

The repeated measurements make temporal studies of the track
section possible. However, a temporal graph requires that the
position markers of each measurement are comparable, and in this
case the position error was large in relation to the wavelengths of
the track twist. To overcome the positioning error so that the twist
could be monitored on successive passages of the measurement
wagon, the studied track section was split into 50 m intervals. The
twist is a property that can be both positive and negative, but if the
two rails are to start and end at nearly the same level, the twist
must sum to near zero over a longer distance. The range of the
twist, thus the maximum minus the minimum twist of the track is
therefore used here as a measure of twist problems. The range of
the twist variation was measured within each 50m section,
assuming that the range of twist within such a section would be a
good measure of track twist problems in the section.

Generally, autocorrelation is handled using two distinct routes
when applying control charts [16]. One route is to adjust control
limits to compensate for autocorrelation, and the other route is to
plot the residuals of a time series model on a standard control
chart. In the current paper, a third approach is proposed, which is
to sample spatial data over a sufficiently long range. Sufficiently
long range does in this case mean that the collected data include
all wavelengths of the naturally occurring variation of the
measured property. Given that the data is in statistical control and
that the sample is sufficiently large, and is including random
variation of all occurring wavelengths, this simple approach will
render reasonable estimates of the population properties such as
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Figure 2. Individuals control chart for twist (6m base) for track section from April 17, 2007 to October 4, 2011. Regular inspection
gave alarm of derailment hazardous twist during the latest passage.
Box-Cox transformation test of the twist ranges suggested that the
range values should be transformed, and suggested a 95%
confidence interval for the power constant to between -0.21 to 0.04. The suggested range was close to a logarithmic
transformation (constant equal to zero) and the data was therefore
subjected to a logarithmic transformation. A logarithmic
transformation is reasonable, since zero is a natural limit for the
minimum twist, and the range is skewed to the right. In Figure 3, a
histogram and a normal probability plot of the transformed data
are shown.

assumptions, the variation of the different products of a Z chart
can be estimated separately for each product, pooled, or scaled.
The track sections are indicated through descriptions above the
graph and separated by dashed lines. The fifteen observations
within each section indicate the fifteen consecutive passages of
the measurement wagon during the sampling period. The
encircled observation indicates the point where regular procedures
detected a derailment hazardous twist fault. Using the proposed
method, the section would have rendered an alarm two wagon
passages earlier (August 8, 2011). Notice also that the nearby
sections also have statistically significant twist, and that these
twists seem to be foregone by runs in the temporal domain.
Below: Moving range of same data. The observations in the
moving range chart are usually well below the alarm limits, due to
the temporal autocorrelation present.

The standard deviation and mean of the logarithmic twist was
estimated using data from 17 in-control periods 41625 – 417375,
see Figure 3.
In Figure 4, twelve 50m sections are plotted in two charts inspired
by the Z-MR charts used for short production runs. A Z-chart lets
the analyst plot multiple product types within the same chart, and
each product type is plotted in the same chart. Depending on
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Figure 3. a) Normal probability plot of the twist ranges for 50m sections. b) Histogram of the same data.
An assumption for the observations of this study is that all track
sections should be comparable, and thus all sections are plotted
versus a common estimate of the mean and average of the
logarithm of the twist ranges, see Figure 3. The observations in
Figure 4 have then been scaled to unit variance and centred to
zero. Each 50m section is delimited by the vertical dashed lines.
The data represents 15 passages of the measurement wagon, and
each section thus includes 15 observations obtained between April
4, 2007 and June 8, 2012.

alarm in August 8, 2011. The figure also shows that the track
demonstrates twist problems in neighbouring sections. The
417575 section would in this chart be on the verge to indicate
problems already in April 1, 2011. Notice also how the twist
faults increase over time, which may be used through studying
data for runs. Such tests should acknowledge the autocorrelation
present, and was beyond the scope of this paper. A final note
about the chart: It is apparent that whatever actions that were
taken to correct the twist, they did not fully repair the track, as the
three consecutive measurements taken after October 6 also had
twist problems.

The regular procedure with set alarm limits indicated a derailment
hazardous twist fault in section 417625 on October 6, 2011. Using
the proposed method, the same section would have rendered an

Spatial and temporal control chart of ln(range(twist)) (50m sections)
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Figure 4. Above: Short run control chart of logarithm of twist ranges per 50m track section.
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maintenance. The possibility to use more advanced time series
analysis for assessment of the condition of linear assets is also an
area where research is lacking.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Two examples of control charts for plotting condition data is
presented, i.e. in the spatial and in the temporal domains. The
study illustrates how the use of traditional Shewhart control charts
in both domains can improve maintenance performance compared
to the current practices. This is achieved by the use of statistically
based alarm limits instead of relying on maintenance and safety
limits that is based on specifications. The study was focusing on
one property and on one track section of one line, which is only
one type of linear asset, and more studies are naturally needed to
test the generalizability of these results.
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failure or failure event), rather than the breach of a critical limit
(functional failure or a faulty state) would reduce the level of
emergency, producing earlier alarms and increasing possibilities
of planned preventive rather than acute corrective maintenance.
However, selecting these earlier maintenance limits in a
systematic way, while balancing the risk of undetected safetycritical faults and false alarms is challenging [1, 5, 7]. In addition,
the nature of collected condition data usually violate common
statistical assumptions, such as samples being taken from an
independently, identically distributed (IID) normal distribution.
One example is condition data or quality characteristics sampled
along, say, a railway track. For example, if the track gauge
(spacing of the rails on a railway track), when measured (between
the inner faces of the load-bearing rails), is found to be too large
at a particular location, the track gauge is likely about as large if a
new measurement is taken one meter, or even ten meters from the
first measurement. When measurements are taken near each other,
the measurement data are therefore dependent, or autocorrelated,
and therefore violate the independence assumption. Furthermore,
many measurement data also deviate from the Gaussian
distribution, i.e. they are not normally distributed.

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a control chart approach for monitoring,
diagnostics and prognostics to support condition-based
maintenance (CBM) using condition data of linear railway
infrastructure assets. The condition data were obtained from
regular inspections done by a railway track measurement wagon.
The condition data were statistically analysed by using two
different control charts to evaluate the possibility for earlier
detection of derailment hazardous faults using both temporal and
spatial information. The study indicates that that the proposed
control chart approach can be used for condition assessment of
track and thereby provide valuable decision support for CBM. The
control chart for condition information in the temporal domain
supports diagnostics, while the control chart for condition
information in the spatiotemporal domain also supports
prognostics. The two proposed control charts give earlier fault
warnings compared to the traditional approach. This facilitates
decisions regarding CBM actions with an extended planning
horizon and gives the possibility to increase the operational
availability of track.

Keywords

Naturally, the violations of the common statistical assumptions
given above differ from being of no practical consequence to
invoking serious errors. Hence, it is necessary to investigate the
severity of violations so that proper analytical approaches that
master, for instance data sampled from non-symmetric
distributions, and dependencies in the data may be applied.

Condition assessment, control chart, spatiotemporal, condition
monitoring,
diagnostics,
prognostics,
condition-based
maintenance, decision support, maintenance limits, railway
infrastructure, linear assets, railway track, Sweden.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to describe a proposed control chart
approach for condition assessment of linear assets. Linear assets
are those that that from many points of view could be described as
two-dimensional, e.g. track and catenary systems within railway.
The location of a point or a section along the asset could for
instance be defined by its distance from the asset’s known
endpoint. A maintenance work order, e.g. tamping or welding of
the track, would typically include a location or an interval given
by its specific distance from a station or another given point.
Based on the stated purpose, the following research question was
formulated: How can statistical approaches, statistical process
control in particular, be applied to assess the condition of linear
assets? The approach is illustrated by a case study of track twist
failure at the Swedish Iron ore line.

Today, there are many maintenance approaches where conditionbased maintenance (CBM) is central, e.g. predictive maintenance
[1], maintenance excellence [2], prognostics and health
management (PHM) [3], integrated vehicle health management
(IVHM) [4], and e-Maintenance [8-12]. One prerequisite of CBM
is the concepts of functional failure (a faulty state) and potential
failure (a failure event) [5]. This also necessitates the description
of system functions in relation to stakeholder requirements [7]. A
required function is a function or a combination of functions of an
item, which is considered necessary to provide a given service [6].
Hence, CBM relies on continuous monitoring and intermittent test
or inspection of the condition of an item, which then is assessed to
achieve diagnoses of the item’s current condition and prognoses
of its future condition [7].
As argued by Nowlan & Heap [5] and their successors,
maintenance limits based on the rate of degradation (potential
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2. STATISTICAL CONDITION
MONITORING USING CONTROL
CHARTS

application is described by Ben Daya and Rahim [23], who
suggest that control charts could be used to monitor processes
where in-control periods are followed by periods with increasing
failure rates. The maintenance-related data used in this paper are
variables obtained using automatic sampling, which is suitable for
control charts for individual observations. Hence, the discussion is
from this point restricted to control charts for such data.

Condition monitoring means collecting data that represent the
system’s condition in some way [1; 2; 13]. Diagnostics is
concerned with the interpretation of collected condition data and
the conclusion drawn about the system’s current condition [13].
These conclusions are then used to make decisions regarding
CBM [1; 2; 14; 15]. An extension of diagnostics is prognostics,
which tries to predict the future condition of a technical system [1;
16; 17]. The aim of prognostics is to stop critical functional
failures before they occur [1; 16; 18]. The prognostic information
also enables decisions about recommended albeit non-acute
maintenance that is advantageous to perform along with currently
required maintenance [1; 14; 15]. In addition, choices about
continued operation, with or without any restrictions, or
terminated operation could be based on the diagnostic information
[5]. Similarly, decisions about the operation can also be based on
prognostic information, with the advantage of a planning horizon
[1; 15]. Hence, prognostics also enable a control of the aging of
technical systems, which may be required by regulatory
authorities [17].

The selection of control limits is based on balancing the risks of
not detecting an assignable cause, the beta risk, with the alpha
risk: erroneously indicating an assignable cause. Setting control
limits that are too wide will increase the beta risk, i.e. result in
undetected failures. On the other hand, too narrow limits will
increase the number of false alarms, i.e. the alpha risk.
Furthermore, these testability deficiencies at single test levels in
combination with insufficient integration between different test
levels (e.g. test during operational vs. maintenance settings) may
result in no fault found (NFF) and dead-on-arrival (DoA) events
[7, 24]. Many regular SPC applications use control limits equal to
three standard deviations (3), which for normally distributed and
independent data that are unaffected by assignable causes for
variation would generate false alarms in 1 out of 370
observations.
The detection capability can be described in a similar manner. If
an assignable cause was to shift the mean value of the process by
1, a regular so called individuals x-chart with control limits of 3
would have a 2.3% chance of detection already at the first
observation of the process after the shift, and a 50% chance of
detection of the assignable cause generating a deviation as large as
3 from the nominal value. See also Montgomery [21].

One challenge with prognostics is that the location of new
observations coming from fully stochastic processes cannot be
precisely predicted. However, many types of deterioration
behaviours are largely deterministic. Hence, prognostic models
can be used to predict item failures, given that the item conditions
and loads can be measured or estimated. Statistically-based
prognostic models are regularly used for making prognoses
related to items where deterministic and stochastic behaviours
coexist. However, the quality of the prognoses depends on many
aspects such as the quality of the condition data fed into the
models, the quality of the diagnostic and prognostic models
themselves, and the degree to which the mechanism to be
predicted is deterministic, chaotic, or stochastic.

When dealing with linear assets, the challenge of achieving good
testability increases. The track is stressed by axle loads  5 metric
tonnes from the measurement wagon itself, while the entrepreneur
trying to localize and correct faults relies on unstressed
measurements, which will differ from the stressed counterparts.
These different test levels may lead to NFF. Similarly, positioning
errors between consecutive measurements of the same part of a
liner asset may result in NFF events. This deficiency may be seen
as insufficient testability due to incorrect spatial fault localisation
in the time domain. [7, 24]

Statistical process control (SPC) is a classical statistical approach
used for many surveillance applications to monitor processes. The
SPC approach was originally developed in the 1920s [19], but has
since then found use in various sectors [20]. SPC is based on
control charts, where measurements of the process are monitored
and compared to control limits based on the statistical distribution
from which the data is assumed to be sampled from. An
observation is classified as being within its expected range if it
remains within the control limits. However, if the observed data
point is outside of the control limits, it is reasonable to assume
that the process is affected by systematic variation and needs
attention.

3. STUDY APPROACH AND CASE STUDY
Based on systematic selection criteria [25] (i.e. type of research
question, no required control over behavioural events, and focus
on contemporary events, but also criticality and extremeness of
the case) a single case study of the Swedish Iron ore line was
chosen as an appropriate research strategy to answer the stated
research question.
The empirical data was collected through interviews, document
studies, observations and databases. The analysis has been based
on theories taken from the quality technology and industrial
statistics domains, with a focus on statistical process control and
control charts. Finally, the paper has been reviewed by key
informants and roles to verify its content.

Many types of control charts have been designed for various
purposes. For some processes, e.g. within manufacturing, it is
convenient to sample and measure variables in groups, so called
rational subgroups. Automatic measurements, for instance
measuring all products or continuous monitoring of some quality
characteristics are, however, increasingly common. Other control
charts include those suitable for various situations, such as when
the data is categorical or numeric, for individual or multivariate
properties, for skewly distributed data and so on [21]. There are
also examples of control charts that have been used to establish
predictive maintenance plans. One example of the latter is Katter
et al. [22], who use control charts to monitor laser equipment to
establish CBM of the cathode. Another maintenance-related

The Iron ore line is a bottleneck in the mining companies’ logistic
chain. Hence, the availability of the line is essential. To minimize
transport disruptions, maintenance of vital items of the railway
infrastructure should therefore be preventive and condition-based
instead of corrective. The most critical linear assets of the railway
infrastructure are the catenary system and the track. This study
focuses on track, since its condition is fundamental to the railway
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observation of, for instance, track height, will be similar to the
track heights measured nearby. This dependency affects the
methods of analysis. Without actions to prevent it, the dependency
will lead to underestimation of the variation of the process, which
in turn will affect prediction properties and evaluations of
measurements.

system, where track failures potentially affect safety and may
cause delays due to speed restrictions or derailments. More
specifically, twist failure of track was selected based on its
criticality with regard to safety.
The track condition data used are collected by a measurement
wagon. The wagon is regularly pulled along the track system in
speeds up to 200 km/h and measures each section of the Swedish
track system up to six times per year depending on the section’s
criticality. Observations of about 30 track geometry variables are
obtained and stored for every 25th cm. Track variables include the
position coordinates (height, and locations in the plane), and the
track width [26; 27].

Consecutive measurements at the same part of the railway
infrastructure may also exhibit autocorrelation in the time domain.
For example, the measurement of track height at a certain position
will be similar to a measurement taken the next week, or even the
next year, given that the track has been subjected to normal usage
and not to repair or abnormal and mainly stochastic events such as
accidents or extreme weather.

One critical track geometry variable is the cant, which is typically
expressed as the difference in elevation of the two rails, a quantity
referred to as the superelevation. Outside a curve, the two rails
should be level, i.e. the cant should be zero. On a curved track, the
cant denotes the raising of the outer rail with respect to the inner
rail to allow higher speeds than if the two rails were level.
However, there is a risk of derailment if the cant changes too
rapidly. This phenomenon is called twist, i.e. the rate of change of
the track superelevation. The twist is defined as the algebraic
difference between two cants taken at a defined distance apart,
usually expressed as a gradient between the two points of
measurement, i.e. expressed as a ratio (% or mm/m). Twist
measurements is either taken simultaneously at a fixed distance,
e.g. at a distance equivalent to the wheel-base, or is computed
from consecutive measurements of cant. Normally, the twist is
measured on a 6 m base, i.e. the cant measured at two points with
6 m distance.

Generally, autocorrelation of control charts data may be handled
through simply removing nearby observations until the
autocorrelation is low enough to not cause concerns. When the
ACF plot shows that the autocorrelation is insignificant at, say,
lag 5, removing four out of five consecutive observations will
generate a data series that can be analysed using regular control
charts. This route could not be used for the spatial data since the
autocorrelation is strong several hundred observations apart. A
removal of the data necessary to remove autocorrelation would
also make the chart too blunt for the purpose of locating failures
along the track. Autocorrelation can also be handled using two
other distinct routes when applying control charts [30]. One route
is to plot the residuals of a time series model on a standard control
chart, and the other route is to adjust the control limits to
compensate for autocorrelation. In this paper, the latter route is
used. The control limits were based on standard deviations of the
spatial data from a time series model of a large sample so that the
collected data include all naturally occurring variation of the
measured property. In Figure 1, a time series plot of the 6m twist
is shown of a track section including more than 65 000
observations, which equals data from a 16.5 km long section.

The measurement data is stored in a database (Optram [28; 29])
together with information about when and where the
measurements were performed. The Optram database also
contains information about the infrastructure and its attributes
(e.g. type of object, geographical position, and description) and if
the measurement is taken on a point asset (e.g. railway switch and
level crossing) or a linear asset (e.g. track and catenary system).
The database also contains information about events and their
history, e.g. track alignment and related information. The Optram
database was used in this study to extract data about the twist and
its development along the Iron ore line in both the spatial and the
temporal domains.

4. PROPOSED CONTROL CHART
APPROACH FOR DIAGNOSTICS AND
PROGNOSTICS

Figure 1. Time series plot of 6m twist obtained April 28, 2007

From a maintenance perspective, the differentiation between point
assets and linear assets is depending on the criticality that the
length of the asset has. The length of a point asset is not critical
for its maintenance, e.g. a railway switch, a level crossing or a
way-side detector for monitoring of the rolling stock. When
dealing with a point asset, maintenance actions are not assigned to
a particular length of the asset, but rather to the entire asset or to
some of its indenture levels (included items). However, a linear
asset is an asset whose length plays a central role in its
maintenance, e.g. railway track and catenary system. When
maintaining linear assets (grinding, tamping, welding et cetera), it
is necessary to be able to define the location of a point or a section
along the asset.

As seen in Figure 1, the variation is not constant, however, it is
still assumed that the process is in statistical control. Hence, it is
assumed that there are no known and assignable causes for
variation, and thus the data can be used for calculation of the
distribution properties of the process. The standard deviation
calculation is particularly interesting, since small sample
calculations of highly dependent data, such as these, would
underestimate the total variation in the data. Using time series
analysis, the estimated standard deviation was 2.42 mm. As
mentioned earlier, curves are designed with a controlled change of
cant due to operational requirements of the rolling stock, which
becomes part of the natural twist distribution. However, larger
twists are normally due to some geometrical deficiency in relation
to the intended infrastructure design. The distribution deviates

From a statistical point of view, the measurements of linear assets
are often strongly autocorrelated in the spatial domain; an
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significantly from a normal distribution, with higher density both
in the tails and around zero, see Figure 2. Deviations with
increased probability density in tails have been shown to reduce
the performance of individuals’ charts [31].

X Chart for Twist 6m June 10, 2011
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Figure 3. Twist on railway at marker 1495, June 2011
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Figure 2. Distribution of twist data [mm] from April 28, 2007.
Continuous curve represent fitted normal distribution
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Control charts are generally used to test for out-of-control
conditions of processes, but it is necessary to select appropriate
control limits before a control chart is created. A common choice
is to use three standard deviations, which, given that the data are
normally distributed and that the distribution properties (mean and
standard deviation) were known would generate a risk of false
alarm around 1/370. Empirically-based control limits were used in
this study since the distribution was found to be non-normal, and
the 0.135% and 99.865 % percentiles together contain the
probability proportion of 1/370. In this case, the percentages of
these tails differ slightly (-8.23 and 8.26) due to the low frequency
of observations in the tails. Hence, the average of these empirical
percentiles was considered to be a better representation of the
distribution, and therefore the control limits were set to +/- 8.25.
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Figure 4. Twist on railway track section 111, near maker
1495, April 14, 2011

5.2 Prognostics supported by a
spatiotemporal control chart approach
Repeated measurements make temporal studies of the track
section possible [32]. However, a temporal graph requires that the
position markers of each measurement are comparable, and as
seen from Figure 3 and 4, the positioning error was large in
relation to the wavelengths of the track twist (in this case 300 m).
The studied track section was therefore split into 300 m intervals
to overcome the positioning error and enable monitoring of the
change in twist by using successive passages of the measurement
wagon. The twist error can be considered similar to a short
wavelet function appearing along the track; a negative twist for
instance due to that one rail has sunk, must be followed by a
positive twist when the sunken rail rises back after the deformed
section has been passed, and even rises past the previous base
level, due to the stiffness of the rail. A slight positioning error
between two consecutive measurements could therefore generate
a strong positive twist at a certain position, followed by zero or
negative twist at the seemingly same position at the next
measurement occasion.

5. RESULTS
In this section, two different proposed control chart approaches
for assessment of the track twist condition for diagnostic and
prognostic purposes that supports decision making related to
CBM are outlined.

5.1 Diagnostics supported by a temporal
control chart approach
A derailment hazardous twist was detected on a section of the Iron
ore line in June 10, 2011 by using the traditional alarm limits. The
hazardous twist was found at track section 111, between marker
1495 and 1496, which is west of Kiruna. This alarm was used as a
starting point for a further statistical analysis of the same section
using both that measurement data, as well as data from both
earlier and later measurements. This new analysis was performed
by using ordinary Shewhart type individuals control charts, based
on the empirical percentile control limits.

A data binning procedure was utilized to overcome the
positioning error. The twist is a property that can be both positive
and negative, but if the two rails are to start and end at nearly the
same level, the twist must sum to near zero over a longer distance.
The range of the twist is therefore used here as a measure of twist
problems. The range of the twist variation was measured within
each 300 m section, assuming that the range of twist within such a
section would be a good measure of track twist problems in the
section.

It is clear from the charts in Figures 3 and 4 that irregular twisting
would have been detected earlier using a control chart approach
than by the traditional practice relying on safety-related alarm
limits based on geometrical properties (in this case 25mm). The
charts would signal for an assignable cause at least three months
earlier (April 2011, Figure 4) than the measurement requiring
immediate actions to adjust the track positions. The difference in
twist locations are due to erroneous positioning data in one or
both the two measurements. Range charts are not shown due to
the large spatial autocorrelation.

Box-Cox transformation test of the twist ranges suggested that the
range values should be transformed, and suggested 95%
confidence interval for the power constant between -0.27 and 0.00. The suggested range was close to a logarithmic
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An assumption for the observations of this study is that all track
sections should be comparable, and thus all sections are plotted
versus a common estimate of the mean and average of the
logarithm of the twist ranges. The figure also shows that the track
demonstrates twist problems in the neighbouring section, see
Figure 5. A final note about the chart: It is apparent that whatever
actions that were taken to correct the twist, they did not fully
restore the track, as the three consecutive measurements taken
after October 6 also had twist problems. The observations in the
moving range chart are usually well below the alarm limits, due to
the temporal autocorrelation present.

transformation (constant equal to zero) and the data was therefore
subjected to a logarithmic transformation. A logarithmic
transformation is reasonable, since the range is skewed to the right
and the minimum range has zero as a natural lower limit.
The standard deviation and mean of the logarithmic twist was
estimated using data from 17 in-control periods from track section
111, marker 416 to 417.
In Figure 5, four 300 m sections tracking another twist error are
plotted in two charts inspired by the Z-MR charts used for short
production runs. A Z-chart lets the analyst plot multiple product
types within the same chart, and each product type is plotted in
the same chart. Here, the ‘product’ represents a track section and
the repeated measurements are observations from the consecutive
measurements; the oldest (April 28, 2007 near the left section
border and the latest, September 21, 2012 to the right in each
section).

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Two different control charts for plotting condition data are
presented, i.e. in the spatial (Shewhart type control chart) and in
the spatiotemporal (Z-chart) domains. The study illustrates how
the use of the control charts in respective domain can improve
maintenance performance compared to the current practice. This
is achieved by the use of statistically-based alarm limits instead of
relying on safety-related limits that are based on geometrical
specifications. The spatial approach mainly supports enhanced
diagnostics, while the spatiotemporal approach also supports
prognostics. In addition, the proposed control chart approach also
supports improved testability by providing a systematic approach
to manage the risk of undetected failures and false alarms by
balancing the alpha and beta risks when designing the control
chart alarm limits. The procedure also has the potential to reduce
NFF events through combining consecutive measurements and
thus reduce the risks of single measurements having large
positioning errors. Such large positioning errors would be easily
spotted in the moving range charts of the spatiotemporal control
chart (Figure 5).
The easiest implemented control charts of the two proposed is the
one for diagnostic purposes, and it is also the one recommended
for the studied case. The reasons for these recommendations are
mainly two. The first reason is related to the positioning error of
the measurement wagon, making analyses of deterioration
dynamics based on repeated measurements challenging. The
second reason for recommending the diagnostic chart is its
relative simplicity, to limit the time needed for practitioners to
work with charts of their own. However, given that consecutive
measurements could be more easily obtained, the spatiotemporal
approach holds greater potential, since it offers a visualization of
the dynamic events of the asset degradation, which would support
prognostics in addition to diagnostics.

Figure 5. Logarithm of range of twist of track divided into 300
m sections. Each observation represents one measurement;
the oldest to the left of one section
Each 300 m section is delimited by the vertical dashed lines.
Spatial and temporal information from 18 consecutive
measurements taken between April 2007 and September 2012.
The observations in Figure 5 have then been scaled to unit
variance and centred to zero. The Z-chart used in this way thus
lets the analyst study both spatial and temporal data
simultaneously. The top chart of Figure 5 shows how a certain
measurement obtained by the measurement wagon deviates, and it
is seen that several observations generate alarms. In this case, the
first alarm would be had 26 August, 2011 on the 1450 section, and
June 11 the same year on section 1750. The regular procedure
with set alarm limits indicated a derailment hazardous twist fault
on October 6, 2011. Note also that the moving range chart (here
based on three consecutive measurements) signals for section
1750 even earlier, the 16th October 2010. This means that the
chart has reacted on the rapid change of the twist ranges at this
section. In this study, no control charts for spatiotemporal data
where the spatial information is one-dimensional as the track data
is has been found. However, spatiotemporal data using twodimensional information has been suggested for outbreak
detection [33] and for monitoring using image analysis [34].
Depending on assumptions, the variation of the different products
of a Z-chart can be estimated separately for each product, pooled,
or scaled.

However, to get acceptance for statistical process control among
practitioners, a seemingly endless list of alarms may not be the
best first outcome of the procedure. A control chart of a longer
section of the track does reveal multiple positions where the twist
would reach beyond the statistical limits, and maintenance
budgets are always limited. Thus, statistical significance should be
complemented with practical significance. Physical assets will
naturally degrade, but maintenance actions should focus on those
faults that are most severe, or rapidly becoming grave. For
surveillance purposes, the alarm limits should therefore be set
based on static statistics, on what is practical, and preferably also
based on system dynamics, i.e. degradation.
Even though the approach used here may be considered
conservative due to the inclusion of out-of-control points for
estimating the natural variation, the control limits are narrower
than what is practically feasible to act on. In cases such as this,
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reasonable control limits must be set taking into account
maintenance budgets and engineering, geological and
hydrological know-how, in this case e.g. special soil conditions,
areas of heavy rainfalls and so on. How to balance such knowhow into a maintenance approach is, however, beyond the scope
of this paper.
Even so, the proposed analysis procedure was successful in
detecting the failure much earlier than the traditional procedure
does. However, the analysis procedure including estimation of the
standard deviation needs further confirmation to a repeated study,
and a study involving more faults and also other properties is an
interesting continuation of this work.
It is indicated here, and intuitive, that statistically-based alarm
limits are narrower than limits set by mechanistic risks for
derailment, such as the current twist limits. More alarms will thus
generate more maintenance actions, until the track variation only
consists of common cause variation. One consideration is also
practical consequences; the limits prompting actions may be
found somewhere between the geometrically determined safetyrelated alarm limits and the more narrow statistically-based
maintenance-related ones.
For this application, it is suggested that the current measurements
of the track condition and geometric safety-related alarm limits
should be complemented with statistical alarms. In this case, the
geometric alarm limit for the 6m base twist is 25 mm, which
corresponds to the inner wheel rim protrusion on the inside rail.
Twists larger than 25mm are outing the train at derailment risk,
since rims may lose ability to control the position of the wheels
for cars without bogies. The geometric alarm limits may be useful
for de-facto limits of what speeds trains could have on the track,
and if the track can be used at all, but are not meant for prognosis
of when maintenance action is needed. Statistical monitoring
could complement the geometrically-based alarm limits for the
latter purposes, given that statistical alarms have more narrow
control limits compared to the geometrical methods. This
complementary use of two sets of alarm limits supports a gradual
implementation and fine-tuning of the proposed approach. The
reason is that the more narrow statistically-based maintenancelimits not directly affects safety, but primarily availability
performance and cost, which facilitates an implementation
without a necessary involvement of responsible safety authorities.
Even though the proposed control chart approach is illustrated by
twist failures of the track, it should be possible to be used for any
type of track characteristics that are monitored by continuous
measurements and result in autocorrelated data, e.g. toughness,
geometry and rail profile variables. The condition of other linear
assets of the railway infrastructure can probably also be assessed
by the proposed approach, e.g. the catenary system. However,
besides in other contexts, further studies are needed to thoroughly
study the performance of control charts for CBM. The possibility
to use more advanced time series analysis for assessment of the
condition of linear assets is also an area where this study has
indicated interesting result and published research is lacking.
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1. Introduction
Today, condition-based maintenance (CBM) is central to
many maintenance approaches, such as predictive maintenance
[1], maintenance excellence [2], prognostics and health
management (PHM) [3], integrated vehicle health management
(IVHM) [4], and e-maintenance [5-9]. Two prerequisites for
CBM are the concepts of potential failure (a failure event) and
functional failure (a faulty state) [10]. These prerequisites
necessitate the description of system functions in relation to
stakeholder requirements [12]. A required function is a function
or combination of functions of an item considered necessary to
provide a given service [11]. Hence, CBM relies on continuous
monitoring and intermittent testing or inspection of the condition
of an item, which then is assessed to achieve diagnoses of the
item’s current condition and forecast its future condition [12].

condition data or quality characteristics sampled along, say, a
railway track. For example, if the track gauge (spacing of the
rails on a railway track), when measured (between the inner faces
of the load-bearing rails), is found to be too wide at a particular
location, it will likely be about as wide if a new measurement is
made one or even ten meters from the first measurement. When
measurements are made near each other, the measurement data
are dependent, or autocorrelated, and therefore violate the
independence assumption. Furthermore, many measurement data
also deviate from the Gaussian distribution, i.e. they are not
normally distributed.
Naturally, the violations of the common statistical
assumptions given above differ from being of no practical
consequence to invoking serious errors. It is therefore necessary
to investigate the severity of violations so that proper analytical
approaches that can handle, for example, data sampled from nonsymmetric distributions and data dependencies can be applied.

As argued by Nowlan and Heap [10], maintenance limits
based on the rate of degradation (potential failure or failure
This paper describes a proposed control chart approach for the
event), rather than the breach of a critical limit (functional failure
condition assessment of linear assets. Linear assets are those that
or faulty state) would reduce the level of emergency, producing
from many perspectives could be described as two-dimensional,
earlier alarms and increasing the opportunities for planned
for example, track and catenary systems in railways. The location
preventive rather than acute corrective maintenance. However,
of a point or section along the asset could, for example, be
systematically selecting these earlier maintenance limits while
defined by its distance from the asset’s known endpoint. A
balancing the risk of undetected safety-critical faults and false
maintenance work order, for example, for tamping or welding the
alarms is challenging [1,10,12]. In addition, the nature of
track, would typically include a location or an interval defined by
collected condition data usually violates common statistical
——— such as samples being taken from an independently,
its specific distance from a station or another given point. Based
assumptions,
on the
stated purpose, the following research question was
identically
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formulated: How can statistical approaches, statistical process
control in particular, be applied to assess the condition of linear
assets? The approach is illustrated by a case study of track twist
failure on the Swedish Iron ore line.
2. Theoretical background
2.1. Condition monitoring and prognostics
Condition monitoring entails collecting data that represent the
system’s condition in some way [1,2,13]. Diagnostics is
concerned with the interpretation of collected condition data and
drawing conclusions about the system’s current condition [13].
These conclusions are then used to make decisions regarding
CBM [1,2,14,15]. An extension of diagnostics is prognostics,
which tries to predict the future condition of a technical system
[1,16,17] to prevent critical functional failures before they occur
[1,16,18]. Prognostic information also enables decisions about
recommended although non-acute maintenance that can
advantageously be performed along with currently required
maintenance [1,14,15]. In addition, choices about continued
operation, with or without any restrictions, or terminated
operation can be based on diagnostic information [10]. Similarly,
decisions about operation can also be based on prognostic
information, with the advantage of a planning horizon [1,15].
Hence, prognostics also enable control of aging of technical
systems, control that may be required by regulatory authorities
[17].
One challenge with the use of prognostics is that the location
of new observations coming from fully stochastic processes
cannot be precisely predicted. However, many types of
deterioration behaviours are largely deterministic, prognostic
models can be used to predict item failures, provided that item
conditions and loads can be measured or estimated. Statistically
based prognostic models are regularly used in making prognoses
related to items in which deterministic and stochastic behaviours
coexist. However, the quality of the prognoses depends on many
aspects, such as the quality of the condition data fed into the
models, the quality of the diagnostic and prognostic models
themselves, and the degree to which the mechanism to be
predicted is deterministic, chaotic, or stochastic.
2.2. Statistical condition monitoring using control charts
Statistical process control (SPC) is a classical statistical
approach used to monitor processes in many surveillance
applications. SPC was originally developed in the 1920s [19], but
has since found use in various sectors [20]. SPC is based on
control charts in which process measurements are monitored and
compared with control limits based on the statistical distribution
from which the data are assumed to be sampled. An observation
is classified as within its expected range if it remains within the
control limits. However, if the observed data point is outside the
control limits, it is reasonable to assume that the process is
affected by systematic variation and needs attention. Common
assumptions include that the sampled data are normally
distributed and independent, and special control charting
techniques have been designed for use should these assumptions
be violated. Other considerations before choosing suitable
techniques include selecting appropriate control limits. The
selection is based on balancing the risks of not detecting an
assignable cause, i.e. the beta risk, against erroneously indicating
an assignable cause where there is none, i.e. the alpha risk.
Setting control limits that are too wide will increase the beta risk,
i.e. result in undetected failures. On the other hand, overly
narrow limits will increase the number of false alarms, i.e. the
alpha risk. Montgomery [21] provides a general description of

the SPC methodology and how to select proper control charts for
many regular applications. Furthermore, these testability
deficiencies at single-test levels combined with insufficient
integration between test levels (e.g. testing during operational vs.
maintenance settings) may result in no fault found (NFF) and
dead-on-arrival (DoA) events [12,22].
Many types of control charts have been designed for various
purposes. For some processes, for example, in manufacturing, it
is convenient to sample and measure variables in groups called
rational subgroups. Automatic measurement, for example,
measuring all products or continuously monitoring certain quality
characteristics, however, is increasingly common. Other control
charts include those suitable for various situations (e.g. when the
data are categorical or numeric), individual or multivariate
properties, or skewly distributed data [21]. There are also
examples of control charts used to establish predictive
maintenance plans. One example of the last type is presented by
Katter et al. [23], who use control charts to monitor laser
equipment to establish CBM of the cathode. Another
maintenance-related application is described by Ben Daya and
Rahim [24], who suggest that control charts could be used to
monitor processes in which in-control periods are followed by
periods with increasing failure rates. The maintenance-related
data used here capture variables obtained using automatic
sampling, which is suitable for control charts for individual
observations; the discussion is henceforth restricted to control
charts for such data.
Control charts are regularly set up to monitor time series, so
that the charts signal when the current measurements deviate
significantly from what is expected. However, such sampling is
often intimately coupled with other dimensions, such as
positions. When measuring railway track properties using a
measurement wagon that travels at various speeds, the
observation frequencies could be (as in the present case) adjusted
to keep intervals between observations constant in the spatial
rather than temporal domain. In such a scenario, control charts
could be set up to monitor the track properties along the track
position, rather than monitoring them for a certain time.
In some situations, both location and time could be important
for monitoring a certain characteristic – that is, the monitoring
scheme requires spatiotemporal information. Spatiotemporal data
using two-dimensional information have, for example, been
suggested for outbreak detection [25] and for monitoring using
image analysis [26]. Depending on the assumptions, the variation
in Z-chart products can be pooled, scaled, or estimated separately
for each product.
Many regular SPC applications use control limits equal to
three standard deviations (3σ), which for normally distributed
and independent data unaffected by assignable causes of
variation would generate false alarms in one out of 370
observations.
The detection capability can be described in a similar manner.
If an assignable cause shifted the mean value of the process by
1σ, a regular so-called individual X-chart with control limits of
3σ would already have a 2.3% chance of detection at the first
observation of the process after the shift and a 50% chance of
detecting the assignable cause generating a deviation as large as
3σ from the nominal value (see also Montgomery [21]).
When dealing with linear assets, the challenge of achieving
good testability increases. The track is stressed by axle loads ≥5
metric tonnes from the measurement wagon itself, while the
entrepreneur trying to locate and correct faults relies on
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unstressed measurements, which differ from their stressed
counterparts. These different test levels may lead to NFF events.
Similarly, positioning errors between consecutive measurements
of the same part of a linear asset may result in NFF events. This
deficiency may be seen as insufficient testability due to incorrect
spatial fault location in the temporal domain [7,26].
3. Methodology
Based on systematic selection criteria [27] (i.e. type of
research question, no required control over behavioural events, a
focus on contemporary events, as well as case criticality and
extremeness), a single case study of the Swedish Iron Ore Line
was chosen as an appropriate research strategy to answer the
stated research question.
The empirical data were collected from interviews, document
studies, observations, and databases. The analysis was based on
theories from the quality technology and industrial statistics
domains, with a focus on statistical process control and control
charts. Finally, the paper has been reviewed by key informants in
key roles to verify its content.
The Iron Ore Line is a bottleneck in the mining companies’
logistics chain, so availability of the line is essential. To
minimize transport disruptions, maintenance of vital items of the
railway infrastructure should therefore be preventive and
condition-based instead of corrective. From an availability
perspective, the most critical linear assets of the railway
infrastructure are the catenary system and the track. This study
focuses on the track, because its condition is fundamental to
railway system function, as track failures can affect safety and
cause delays due to speed restrictions and derailments. More
specifically, twist failure of track was selected based on its
criticality with regard to safety.
The track condition data used were collected by a
measurement wagon. The wagon is regularly pulled along the
track system at speeds up to 200 km h–1, measuring each section
of the track system up to six times per year depending on the
section’s criticality. Observations of approximately 30 track
geometry variables are obtained and stored for every 25 cm. The
track variables include the position coordinates (height and
locations in the plane) and the track width [28,29].
One critical track geometry variable is the cant, which is
typically expressed as the difference in elevation of the two rails,
a quantity referred to as the superelevation. Outside a curve, the
two rails should be level, i.e. the cant should be zero. On a
curved track, the cant denotes the raising of the outer rail with
respect to the inner rail to allow higher speeds than if the two
rails were level. However, derailment is a risk if the cant changes
too rapidly. This rate of change of the track superelevation is
called twist. Twist is defined as the algebraic difference between
two cants measured a defined distance apart, usually expressed as
a gradient between the two measurement points, i.e. expressed as
a ratio (% or mm m–1). Twist measurements either are made
simultaneously at a fixed distance (e.g. at a distance equivalent to
the wheel base) or are computed from consecutive measurements
of cant. Normally, the twist is measured on a 6-m base, i.e. the
cant measured at two points 6 m apart.
The measurement data are stored in the Optram database
[30,31] together with information about when and where the
measurements were made. The database also contains
information about the infrastructure and its attributes (e.g. type of

object, geographical position, and description) and whether the
measurement was made on a point asset (e.g. railway switch and
level crossing) or a linear asset (e.g. track and catenary systems).
The database also contains information about events and their
history, for example, track alignment and related information.
The Optram database was used in this study to extract data about
the twist and its development along the Iron Ore Line in both the
spatial and temporal domains.
3.1. Proposed control chart approach for diagnostics and
prognostics
From a maintenance perspective, the difference between point
and linear assets depends on the criticality of the length of the
asset. The length of a point asset, for example, a railway switch,
level crossing, or way-side detector for monitoring rolling stock,
is not critical for its maintenance. When dealing with a point
asset, maintenance actions are not assigned to a particular length
of the asset, but rather to the entire asset or to some of its
indenture levels (included items). However, a linear asset is an
asset whose length plays a central role in its maintenance, for
example, railway track and catenary system. When maintaining
linear assets (e.g. by grinding, tamping, and welding), it is
necessary to be able to define the location of a point or section
along the asset.
From a statistical perspective, measurements of linear assets
are often strongly autocorrelated in the spatial domain – an
observation of, for example, track height, will be similar to the
track heights measured nearby. This dependency affects the
methods of analysis. Without actions to prevent it, the
dependency will lead to underestimation of the variation of the
characteristic, which in turn will affect prediction properties and
evaluations of measurements.
Consecutive measurements of the same part of the railway
infrastructure may also exhibit autocorrelation in the temporal
domain. For example, the measurement of track height at a
certain position will be similar to a measurement made the next
week or even the next year, provided the track has been subjected
to normal usage and not to repair or abnormal and mainly
stochastic events such as accidents or extreme weather.
Generally, the autocorrelation of control chart data can be
handled by simply removing nearby observations until the
autocorrelation is low enough not to cause concern. When the
autocorrelation function (ACF) plot shows that the
autocorrelation is insignificant at, say, lag 5, removing four out
of five consecutive observations will generate a data series that
can be analysed using regular control charts. This method could
not be used for the spatial data because the autocorrelation
remains strong several hundred observations apart. Removal of
the data necessary to eliminate autocorrelation would also make
the chart too blunt for the purpose of locating failures along the
track. Autocorrelation can also be handled using two other
distinct methods when applying control charts [32]. One is to plot
the residuals of a time series model on a standard control chart,
while the other is to adjust the control limits to compensate for
autocorrelation. In this paper, the latter method is used. The
control limits were based on the standard deviations of the spatial
data from a time series model of a large sample so that the
collected data include all naturally occurring variation of the
measured property. Figure 1 shows a time series plot of the 6-m
twist for a track section including more than 65,000 observations,
which equals data from a 16.5-km-long section.
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between markers 1495 and 1496, west of Kiruna. This alarm was
used as a starting point for a further statistical analysis of the
same section using both those measurement data and data from
both earlier and later measurements. This new analysis was
performed using ordinary Shewhart-type individual control
charts, based on the empirical percentile control limits.

Figure 1. Time series plot of 6-m twist obtained 28 April 2007
As seen in Figure 1, the variation is not constant. However, it
is still assumed that the process is in statistical control despite
this heteroscedasticity. It is therefore assumed that there are no
known and assignable causes of variation, so the data can be used
for calculating the distribution properties of the process. The
standard deviation calculation is particularly interesting, because
small-sample calculations of highly dependent data, such as
these, would underestimate the total data variation. Using time
series analysis, the estimated standard deviation was 2.42 mm.
As mentioned earlier, curves are designed with a controlled
change of cant due to the operational requirements of the rolling
stock, a change that becomes part of the natural twist distribution.
However, larger twists are normally due to some geometrical
deficiency in relation to the intended infrastructure design. Due
to the inclusion of such larger twists, the distribution deviates
significantly from a normal distribution, with higher density both
in the tails and around zero (see Figure 2). Deviations with
increased probability density in tails have been demonstrated to
reduce the performance of individual charts [33].

It is clear from the charts shown in Figures 3 and 4 that
irregular twisting would have been detected earlier using a
control chart approach than the traditional practice relying on
safety-related alarm limits based on geometrical properties (in
this case, 25 mm). The chart approach would signal an assignable
cause at least three months earlier (April 2011, Figure 4) than
would the measurement requiring immediate actions to adjust the
track positions. The difference in twist locations is due to
erroneous positioning data in one or both measurements. Range
charts are not shown due to the large spatial autocorrelation.

Figure 3. Twist on railway track section 111, near marker 1495,
10 June 2011
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Figure 2. Distribution of twist data [mm] from 28 April 2007;
the solid curve represents the fitted normal distribution
Control charts are generally used to test for the out-of-control
conditions of processes, but it is necessary to select appropriate
control limits before a control chart is created. A common choice
is to use three standard deviations, which, providing that the data
are normally distributed and the distribution properties (mean and
standard deviation) are known, would generate a false alarm risk
of around 1/370. Empirically based control limits were used here
because the distribution was found to be non-normal, and the
0.135 and 99.865 percentiles together contain the probability
proportion of 1/370. In this case, the percentages of these tails
differ slightly (–8.23 vs. 8.26) due to the low frequency of
observations in the tails. The average of these empirical
percentiles was therefore considered to better represent the
distribution, so the control limits were set to ±8.25.
4. Data collection and analysis
4.1. Diagnostics supported by a temporal control chart approach
A derailment-hazardous twist was detected along a section of
the Iron Ore Line on 10 June 2011 using the traditional alarm
limits. The hazardous twist was found along track section 111,

1495.6
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1495.8
Marker + offset

1495.9

1496

Figure 4. Twist on railway track section 111, near maker 1495,
14 April 2011
5. Results
This section outlines two proposed control chart approaches
for assessing track twist conditions for diagnostic and prognostic
purposes that support decision making related to CBM.
5.1. Prognostics supported by a spatiotemporal control chart
approach
Repeated measurements make temporal studies of the track
section possible [34]. However, a temporal graph requires that
the position markers of each measurement are comparable;
however, as seen from Figures 3 and 4, the positioning error was
large in relation to the wavelengths of the track twist (in this
case, 300 m). The studied track section was therefore split into
300-m intervals to overcome the positioning error and enable
monitoring of the change in twist using successive passages of
the measurement wagon. The twist error can be considered
similar to a short wavelet function appearing along the track; for
example, a negative twist due to one rail having sunk must be
followed by a positive twist when the sunken rail rises back after
the deformed section has been passed, even rising past the
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previous base level due to the stiffness of the rail. A slight
positioning error between two consecutive measurements could
therefore generate a strong positive twist at a certain position,
followed by zero or negative twist at the apparently same
position on the next measurement occasion.
Data binning was used to overcome the positioning error.
Twist is a property that can be either positive or negative, but if
the two rails are to start and end at nearly the same level, the
twist must sum to nearly zero over a longer distance. The range
of the twist is therefore used here as a measure of twist problems.
The range of the twist variation was measured within each 300 m
section, assuming that the range of twist within such a section
would be a good measure of track twist problems in the section.
A Box-Cox transformation test of the twist ranges indicated
that the range values should be transformed, suggesting a 95%
confidence interval for the power constant between –0.27 and
0.00. The suggested range was close to a logarithmic
transformation (i.e. constant equal to zero), so the data were
subjected to a logarithmic transformation. A logarithmic
transformation is reasonable because the range is skewed to the
right and the minimum range has zero as its natural lower limit.
The standard deviation and mean of the logarithmic twist were
estimated using data from 17 in-control periods from track
section 111, markers 416 to 417.
In Figure 5, six 300-m sections containing another twist error
are plotted in two charts inspired by the Z-MR charts used for
short production runs. A Z-chart lets the analyst plot multiple
product types in the same chart. Here, the “product” represents a
track section and the repeated measurements are observations
from the consecutive measurements: the oldest (27 April 2007) is
on the left of each section and the latest (3 October 2014) is on
the right. An assumption for the observations is that all track
sections are comparable, so all sections are plotted against a
common estimate of the mean and standard deviation of the
logarithm of the twist ranges.

Figure 5. Logarithm of range of track twist divided into 300-m
sections; each observation represents one measurement occasion,
the oldest being the leftmost in each section.
Each 300-m section is delimited by the vertical dashed lines.
Each observation in Figure 5 represents the range of how much
the twist varied along this 300-m section on a particular
measurement occasion, i.e. from a separate run of the
measurement wagon. The leftmost observation in each section is
from April 2007 and the rightmost from October 2014. Figure 5
contains both spatial and temporal information about the track.
The observations in Figure 5 have been scaled to unit variance
and centred to zero.

The top chart of Figure 5 shows how measurements made on a
certain occasion by the measurement wagon deviate, and it can
be seen that several observations generate alarms as they exceed
the upper control limit (UCL). In this case, the first alarm would
be given on the very first measurement occasion on the leftmost
track section. This is the observation shown on farthest left in the
top chart and it represents the range of measurements from 27
April 2007 on track section 1317725; this alarm is followed by
another alarm on the same track section on 28 April the same
year. As can be seen, the second 300-m section (section
1318025) also displays large variation, albeit below the control
limit when the measurements were made in April 2007. The third
set of observations, obtained in October 2007 for both sections
1317725 and 1318025, display less variation. This variation
decrease is due to maintenance actions (tamping) performed in
June 2007 on sections 1317725 and 1318025.
As can be seen, the track twist variation then increases
steadily in all 300-m sections, until the variation is abruptly
reduced owing to another track alignment action performed in
June 2013. This alignment action was initiated by an alarm at
section 1318925 on 29 April 2012, seen in the chart as the top
observation in that section. However, note that there are two
additional observations before the variation is reduced.
The lower chart is a two-observation moving range chart. The
alarms seen here are all due to the abrupt change of variation
stemming from alignment actions.
As stated, the regular procedure with set alarm limits indicated
a derailment-hazardous twist fault on 29 April 2012. Note that
the top chart signals this fault much earlier, in March 2011. This
means that the chart has reacted to the change in twist ranges in
this section. However, alarms also occur in section 131805 in
March 2011, which thereafter disappear only to return in
February 2012. These fluctuations leading to alarm generation,
followed by observations below the alarm limit, indicate random
variation, for example, due to measurement errors.
6. Discussion and conclusions
Two control charts for plotting condition data are presented,
i.e. in the spatial (Shewhart-type control chart) and
spatiotemporal (Z-chart) domains. The study illustrates how the
use of control charts in each domain can improve maintenance
performance compared with current practice. This is achieved by
using statistically based alarm limits instead of relying on safetyrelated limits based on geometrical specifications. The spatial
approach mainly supports enhanced diagnostics, while the
spatiotemporal approach supports prognostics as well. In
addition, the proposed control chart approach also supports
improved testability by providing a systematic approach for
managing the risk of undetected failures and false alarms by
balancing the alpha and beta risks when designing the control
chart alarm limits. The procedure also has the potential to reduce
NFF events by combining consecutive measurements, thus
reducing the risk of single measurements having large
positioning errors. Such large positioning errors would be easily
spotted in the moving range charts of the spatiotemporal control
chart (Figure 5).
One phenomenon observable using these data is the
combination of stochastic variation and deterministic trend. As
seen in Figure 5, unexplained variation will in this case lead to
sections having observations surpassing the alarm limits followed
by measurements below these limits without any maintenance
actions being performed. The size of the measurement error can
be estimated if one assumes that the actual changes in track
geometry are less than the measurement error when
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measurements repeated within one or a few days are compared.
Through the repeated measurements, the amplitude of the pooled
standard deviation of the repeated measurements amounts to only
less than 20% of the regular between-measurement variation.
Therefore, the dominant part of the between-sample variation
cannot be explained by measurement errors, but should be due to
other reasons. One speculation is that the large between-sample
variation is a result of seasonal variations due to large
temperature variations, including frost heave (or spring thaw),
but other measurement variation issues, such as calibration
effects, can also contribute to the stochastic part of the
measurements.
The easiest implemented control charts of the two proposed
types are those for diagnostic purposes, and this is also the type
recommended for the studied case. There are two main reasons
for this recommendation. The first concerns the positioning error
of the measurement wagon, which makes analyses of
deterioration dynamics based on repeated measurements
challenging. The second reason for recommending the diagnostic
chart is its relative simplicity, which limits the time needed for
practitioners to work with charts of their own. However, the
spatiotemporal approach holds greater potential, because it
visualizes the dynamic events of the asset degradation, which
would support prognostics in addition to diagnostics.
Nevertheless, to gain practitioner acceptance of statistical
process control, a seemingly endless series of alarms may not be
the best first outcome of the procedure. A control chart of a
longer track section does reveal multiple positions where the
twist would exceed the statistical limits, and maintenance
budgets are always limited. Statistical significance should
therefore be complemented with practical significance. Physical
assets will naturally degrade, but maintenance actions should
focus on those faults that are most severe or are rapidly becoming
severe. For surveillance purposes, alarm limits should therefore
be set based on static statistics, on what is practical, and
preferably also based on system dynamics, i.e. degradation.
Although the approach used here may be considered
conservative due to the inclusion of out-of-control points for
estimating the natural variation, the control limits are narrower
than is practically feasible to act on. In such cases, reasonable
control limits must be set taking into account maintenance
budgets as well as engineering, geological, and hydrological
know-how. In the present case, such know-how could, for
example, encompass special soil conditions and areas of heavy
rainfall. How to incorporate such know-how into a maintenance
approach, however, is beyond the scope of this paper. Even so,
the proposed analytical procedure successfully detected failures
much earlier than did the traditional procedure.
It is indicated here, and also intuitive, that statistically based
alarm limits are narrower than limits set by mechanistic risks of
derailment, such as the current twist limits. More alarms will thus
generate more maintenance actions, until the track variation
consists only of common cause variation. One consideration is
also the practical consequences: the limits prompting actions may
be found somewhere between the geometrically determined
safety-related alarm limits and the narrower, statistically based
maintenance-related ones.
For this application, it is suggested that the current
measurements of track condition and geometric safety-related
alarm limits should be complemented with statistical alarms. In
this case, the geometric alarm limit for the 6-m base twist is 25
mm, which corresponds to the inner wheel rim protrusion on the
inside rail. Twists larger than 25 mm expose the train to

derailment risk, because rims can lose the ability to control the
wheel position on cars without bogies. The geometric alarm
limits may be useful for determining de facto speed limits of
trains on the track, and whether the track can be used at all, but
are not meant for predicting when maintenance action is needed.
Statistical monitoring could complement the geometrically based
alarm limits for the latter purpose, given that statistical alarms
have narrower control limits than do geometrical methods. This
complementary use of two sets of alarm limits supports the
gradual implementation and fine-tuning of the proposed
approach. Gradual implementation is preferable because the
narrower statistically based maintenance limits do not directly
affect safety, but primarily availability, performance, and cost.
This in turn facilitates implementation of the approach without
the necessary involvement of responsible safety authorities.
Although the proposed control chart approach is illustrated by
twist failures of the track, it should be applicable for any track
characteristics monitored by means of continuous measurements
and resulting in autocorrelated data, for example, rail toughness,
geometry, and profile variables. The condition of other linear
assets of railway infrastructure, such as the catenary system, can
probably also be assessed using the proposed approach.
However, besides examining other contexts, further studies are
needed to thoroughly study the performance of control charts for
CBM. The possibility of using more advanced time series
analysis to assess the condition of linear assets is also an area
where this study has indicated interesting results and published
research is lacking. The authors of this study had not found
control charts used for spatiotemporal data before conducting this
research.
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Data Analysis for Condition-Based Railway
Infrastructure Maintenance
Bjarne Bergquista*† and Peter Söderholma,b
Condition assessment is crucial to optimize condition-based maintenance actions of assets such as railway infrastructure, where a
faulty state might have severe consequences. Hence, railways are regularly inspected to detect failure events and prevent the
inspected item (e.g. rail) to reach a faulty state with potentially safety critical consequences (e.g. derailment). However, the
preventive measures (e.g. condition-based maintenance) initiated by the inspection results may cause trafﬁc disturbances,
especially if the expected time to a faulty state is short. The alarm limits are traditionally safety related and often based on
geometrical properties of the inspected item. Maintenance limits would reduce the level of emergency, producing earlier alarms
and increasing possibilities of planned preventive rather than acute maintenance. However, selecting these earlier maintenance
limits in a systematic way while balancing the risk of undetected safety-critical faults and false alarms is challenging.
Here, we propose a statistically based approach using condition data of linear railway infrastructure assets. The data were
obtained from regular inspections done by a railway track measurement wagon. The condition data were analysed by a control chart
approach to evaluate the possibility for earlier detection of derailment hazardous faults using both temporal and spatial information.
The study indicates that that the proposed approach could be used for condition assessment of tracks. Control charts led
to earlier fault warnings compared to the traditional approach, facilitating planned condition-based maintenance actions
and thereby a reduction of track downtime. Copyright © 2014 The Authors. Quality and Reliability Engineering International
published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Keywords: Condition assessment; Control Chart; Maintenence; Railway

1. Introduction
he railway system is increasingly used for transports of both passengers and freight, where also speeds and axle loads are
constantly increasing. This means that the capacity utilization of the existing infrastructure is high, which reduces its robustness.
Hence, unwanted events, such as item failures and harsh weather conditions, cause major trafﬁc disturbances. The railway
system’s capacity utilization and achieved robustness can be improved by operating the existing infrastructure in a more efﬁcient
and effective way and by developing the maintenance of both infrastructure and rolling stock.
Today, different actors within the railway system collect large amounts of maintenance-related data. In this paper, it is suggested that the usage
of this data could be improved regarding monitoring, diagnosis and prognosis of the railway system’s condition. This improvement would reduce
maintenance-related downtime, and, if the hypothesis is valid, this data carries a large potential to reduce the trafﬁc disturbances caused by failures
of infrastructure and rolling stock. Such an improvement would also reduce the risk level and life cycle cost associated with railway transports.
Innovative use of Information & Communication Technology is important for such improvements.1–5 However, the nature of
collected condition data usually violates common statistical assumptions, such as samples being taken from an independently,
identically distributed normal distribution. Naturally, the violations of these assumptions differ from being of no practical
consequence to invoking serious errors. It is thus necessary to investigate the severity of violations so that proper analytical
approaches that master, for instance, data sampled from non-symmetric distributions, and dependencies in the data may be applied.
Linear assets are items for which it is necessary to deﬁne the location of a point or a section along the asset for maintenance purposes, e.g.
as part of a work order for repair of the leak of a pipe at a speciﬁc distance from the end. In the railway context, the overhead contact wires
and the tracks could be considered as such assets. Furthermore, condition data related to linear assets typically violate the statistical
assumption mentioned above.
The purpose of this paper is to describe a proposed control chart approach for condition assessment of linear assets, such as
transport infrastructure, power lines and pipelines. Based on the stated purpose, the following research question was formulated:
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How can statistical approaches, and statistical process control in particular, be applied to assess the condition of linear assets? The
approach is illustrated by a case study of track twist failure at the Swedish Iron ore line.
The remaining part of this paper is outlined as follows. First, there is a short introduction to statistical monitoring, followed by a
description of the data collection approach and the studied case. Then, there is a description of the proposed analytical approach
for condition assessment of linear assets. Finally, the paper is concluded with a discussion of the results and experiences of the study,
and some suggestions for further development.

2. Statistical monitoring
The location of new observations coming from fully stochastic processes cannot be precisely predicted. However, many types of
deterioration behaviours are largely deterministic. This means that prediction models can be used to forecast item failures, given that
the item conditions and loads can be measured or estimated. Statistically based prediction models are regularly used for predictive
purposes for items where deterministic and stochastic behaviours coexist. However, the quality of the forecasts is dependent on a
number of circumstances. The quality of the models, the quality of the data fed into the models and the degree to which the
mechanism to be predicted is deterministic, chaotic or stochastic are examples of what impacts the forecast quality.
Statistical process control (SPC) is a classical statistical method used for many surveillance applications to monitor and control that
processes run at their full potential. The SPC method was originally developed in the 1920s6 but has since then found use in various
sectors.7 The general SPC methodology is based on the use of control charts, where measurements of the process are monitored.
Using control charts, measurements are compared to nominal or mean values. Any observation deviating from the nominal or mean
is classiﬁed either as being due to random variation (common causes) if it remains within the control limits or systematic (due to
special causes) if the observation is beyond the limits.
Many types of control charts have been designed for various purposes. For some processes, e.g. within manufacturing, it is
convenient to sample and measure variables in groups, so-called rational subgroups. Automatic measurements, for instance measuring
all products, are, however, increasingly common. Other control charts include those suitable for various situations, such as when the data
is categorical or numeric, for individual or multivariate properties, for skewly distributed data and so on.8 There are also examples of
control charts that have been used to establish predictive maintenance plans. One example of the latter is Katter et al.,9 who use control
charts to monitor laser equipment to establish condition-based maintenance of the cathode. Another maintenance-related example is
Ben Daya and Rahim,10 who suggest that control charts could be used to monitor processes where in-control periods are followed by
periods with increasing failure rates. The maintenance-related data used in this paper are variables obtained using automatic sampling
suitable for control charts for individual observations. Hence, the discussion is from this point restricted to control charts for such data.
The selection of control limits is made based on balancing the risks of not detecting an assignable cause, the beta risk, with the
alpha risk: the probability of generating false alarms. Setting control limits that are too wide will increase the beta risk. On the other
hand, too narrow limits will increase the number of false alarms, i.e. the alpha risk. Many regular SPC applications use control limits
equal to three standard deviations (3σ), which for normally distributed and independent data that are unaffected by assignable
causes for variation would generate false alarms at an average rate of 1 every 370 observations.
The detection capability can be described in a similar manner. If an assignable cause was to shift the mean value of the process by
1σ, a regular so-called individual x-chart with control limits of 3σ would have a 2.3% chance of detection already at the ﬁrst
observation of the process after the shift and a 50% chance of detection of the assignable cause generating a deviation as large
as 3σ from the nominal value. See also Montgomery.8

3. Data collection approach and case study
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Based on systematic selection criteria11 (i.e. type of research question, no required control over behavioural events and focus on
contemporary events, but also criticality and extremeness of the case), a single case study of the Swedish Iron ore line was chosen
as an appropriate research strategy to answer the stated research question.
The empirical data was collected through interviews, document studies, observations and databases. The analysis has been based
on theories taken from the quality technology and industrial statistics domains, with a focus on SPC. Finally, the paper has been
reviewed by experienced practitioners and specialists to verify its content.
The Iron ore line is about 500 km long and starts at Narvik in Norway in the north-west and ends at Luleå in Sweden in the southeast, with the main mine located in-between at Kiruna. The iron ore transports are performed around the clock throughout the year
in extreme arctic climate. Large temperature differences and weather changes are demanding for both the rolling stock and the
infrastructure. The Iron ore line allows a train weight of 8600 metric tonnes and an axle load of 30 metric tonnes. The freights of iron
ore were on the northern route in 2012 (Kiruna–Narvik) 15 million metric tonnes and 7 million tonnes on the southern route
(Luleå–Boden–Gällivare–Kiruna). The annual production capacity is expected to increase by 17 million metric tonnes by the year 2015.
Since the Iron ore line is a bottleneck in the mining companies’ logistic chain, the dependability of the line is essential. To minimize
transport disruptions, maintenance of vital items of the railway infrastructure should therefore be preventive and condition-based
instead of corrective, to allow timely planning and execution. The most critical linear assets of the railway infrastructure are the
contact wire and the track. This study focuses on track, since its condition is fundamental to the railway system, where track failures
Copyright © 2014 The Authors. Quality and Reliability Engineering International published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Qual. Reliab. Engng. Int. 2015, 31 773–781
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Figure 1. The twist measure (% or mm/m) is calculated as the ratio between the differences in cant (mm) over a base length (m), in this case 6 m

risk safety and may cause delays due to speed restrictions or derailments. More speciﬁcally, twist failure of track was selected based
on its criticality with regard to safety (see Figure 1).
The track condition data used is collected by a measurement wagon. The wagon is regularly pulled along the track system in
speeds up to 160 km/h and measures each section of the Swedish track system up to six times per year depending on the section’s
criticality. Observations of about 30 track geometry variables are obtained and stored for every 25th cm. Track variables include the
position coordinates (height and locations in the plane) and the track width.12,13
One critical track geometry variable is the cant, which is typically expressed as the difference in elevation of the two rails, a quantity
referred to as the superelevation. Outside a curve, the two rails should be level, i.e. the cant should be zero. On curved track, the cant
denotes the raising of the outer rail with respect to the inner rail to allow higher speeds than if the two rails were level. However, there
is a risk of derailment if the cant changes too rapidly. This phenomenon is called twist, i.e. the rate of change of the track
superelevation. The twist is deﬁned as the algebraic difference between two cants taken at a deﬁned distance apart, usually expressed
as a gradient between the two points of measurement, i.e. expressed as a ratio (% or mm/m). Twist measurements are either taken
simultaneously at a ﬁxed distance, e.g. at a distance equivalent to the wheel base, or computed from consecutive measurements of
cant. Normally, the twist is measured on a 6-m base, i.e. the cant measured at two points with 6-m distance (see Figure 1).
The measurement data is stored in a database (Optram14,15) together with information about when and where the measurements
were performed. The Optram database also contains information about the infrastructure and its attributes (e.g. type of object,
geographical position and description) and if the measurement is taken on a point asset or a linear asset. The database also contains
information about events and their history, e.g. track alignment and related information. The Optram database was used in this study
to extract data about the twist and its development along the Iron ore line in both the spatial and the temporal domains.

4. Proposed analysis approach
From a maintenance perspective, the differentiation between point assets and linear assets is depending on the criticality that the length of
the asset has. The length of a point asset is not critical for its maintenance, e.g. a railway switch, a level crossing or a way-side detector for
monitoring of the rolling stock. When dealing with a point asset, maintenance actions are not assigned to a particular length of the asset
but rather to the entire asset or to some of its indenture levels (included items). Indenture levels are levels of an item from the maintenance
point of view such as a subsystem, a component, for instance the track, the fastener, the clip and so on. However, a linear asset is an asset
whose length plays a central role in its maintenance, e.g. railway track and catenary system. When maintaining linear assets (grinding,
tamping, welding, etc.), it is necessary to be able to deﬁne the location of a point or a section along the asset.
From a statistical point of view, the measurements of linear assets are often strongly autocorrelated in the spatial domain; an observation
of, for instance, track height will be similar to the track heights measured nearby. This dependency affects the methods of analysis. Without
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Figure 2. Left: ACF. Right: PACF (data is for 6-m twist obtained in April 28, 2007)
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actions to prevent it, the dependency will lead to underestimation of the variation of the process, which in turn will affect prediction
properties and evaluations of measurements. The autocorrelation may be visualized in autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial ACF (PACF)
plots for the twist. The ACF and PACF plots obtained from one twist measurement are shown in Figure 2. The seasonal component of 24
observations evident in the PACF is likely related to a measurement error due to the 6-m measurement basis, equal to 24 observations.
Consecutive measurements at the same part of the railway system may also exhibit autocorrelation in the time domain. For example, the
measurement of track height at a certain position will be similar to a measurement taken the next week, or even the next year, given that the
track has been subjected to normal usage and not to repair or abnormal and mainly stochastic events such as accidents or extreme weather.
Generally, autocorrelation of control chart data may be handled through simply removing nearby observations until the autocorrelation is
low enough to not cause concerns. When the ACF plot shows that the autocorrelation is insigniﬁcant at, say, lag 5, removing four out of ﬁve
consecutive observations will generate a data series that can be analysed using regular control charts. This route could not be used for the
spatial data since the autocorrelation is strong several hundred observations apart. A removal of the data necessary to remove
autocorrelation would also make the chart too blunt for the purpose of pinpointing problem locations along the track. Autocorrelation
can also be handled using two other distinct routes when applying control charts.16 One route is to plot the residuals of a time series model
on a standard control chart, and the other route is to adjust the control limits to compensate for autocorrelation. In the current study, the
latter route is used. The control limits were based on standard deviations of the spatial data from a large sample so that the collected data
include all naturally occurring variation of the measured property. Given that the data is in statistical control and that the sample is large, this
simple approach will render reasonable estimates of the population properties, such as the mean, standard deviation, skewness and so on,
which also was veriﬁed by calculating these properties using time series analysis.
A histogram of spatial observations of the twist failure data and descriptive statistics is shown in Figure 3. The 510 000 observations
correspond to the maximum size of obtained ﬁles from the Optram system that are related to the Iron ore line; i.e. measurements were taken
each 25 cm from a 127.5-km-long section, and it includes both curves and straight lines. As mentioned earlier, curves are designed with a
controlled change of cant due to operational requirements of the rolling stock, which becomes part of the natural twist distribution. However,
larger twists are normally due to some geometrical deﬁciency in relation to the intended infrastructure design. A test made on a sub-sample
of 200 000 observations generated comparable percentiles, so we conclude that the 510 000 samples were large enough for a stable
estimation of distribution properties. Out-of-control observations were plentiful, and these were not removed from the sample, which should
have increased the frequency of the observations in the tails of the distribution.
The distribution deviates signiﬁcantly from a normal distribution (Figure 3). Deviations with increased probability density in tails
have been shown to reduce the performance of individuals’ charts.17
Control charts are generally used to test for out-of-control conditions of processes, but it is necessary to select appropriate control
limits before a control chart is created. A common choice is to use three standard deviations, which, given that the data are normally
distributed and that the distribution properties (mean and standard deviation) were known, would generate a false alarm risk of
around 1/370. Empirically based control limits were used in this study since the distribution was found to be non-normal, and the
0.135% and 99.865% percentile tails together contain the probability proportion of 1/370. Note that the percentages of these tails
(Figure 3) differ slightly ( 9.77 and 9.27) due to the low frequency of observations. Hence, the average of these empirical percentiles
was considered to be a better representation of the distribution, and therefore the control limits were set to +/ 9.52.

5. Results
In this section, two different proposed control chart approaches for assessment of the track twist condition are outlined.
5.1. Shewhart-type control chart approach
A derailment hazardous twist was detected on a section of the Iron ore line in October 2011. This alarm prompted a study of the same
section using both that measurement data and data from both earlier and later measurements. The measurements were analysed in
ordinary Shewhart-type individual control charts, based on the empirical percentile control limits (see Figure 4 a–e).
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Figure 3. Left: Histogram for the collected data. Right: Empirical distribution percentiles
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Figure 4. a–e. Individual control chart for twist (6-m base) for track section from April 17, 2007 to June 8, 2012

It is clear from the charts in Figure 4 that irregular twisting would have been detected earlier using a control chart approach than
by the traditional practice relying on safety-related alarm limits based on geometrical properties. The charts would signal for an
assignable cause four months earlier (June 2011, Figure 4b) than the measurement requiring immediate actions to adjust the track
positions (October 2011, Figure 4d). Range charts are not shown due to the large spatial autocorrelation.
Since the error is slightly smaller in June 2012, we assume that the track was maintained and adjusted after the regular alarm and
before the June 2012 measurement. The maintenance actions did, however, not fully restore the track to a perfect condition, or else,
the deterioration after repair was rapid.

5.2. Z-chart approach
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Repeated measurements make temporal studies of the track section possible.18 However, a temporal graph requires that the position
markers of each measurement are comparable, and in this case the position error was large compared to the wavelengths of the track
twist. The twist is a property that can be both positive and negative, but if the two rails are to start and end at nearly the same level,
the twist must sum to near zero over a longer distance. Indeed, the twist error can be considered similar to a short wavelet function
appearing along the track; a negative twist, for instance due to that one rail has sunk, must be followed by a positive twist when the
sunken rail rises back after the deformed section has been passed and even rises past the previous base level, due to the stiffness of
the rail. A slight positioning error between two consecutive measurements could therefore generate a strong positive twist at a
certain position, followed by zero or negative twist at the seemingly same position at the next measurement occasion.
A data binning procedure was utilized to overcome the positioning error. The largest positioning error considered possible by the
track engineers were considered to be less than 50 m, and considering that any large twist error would need to extend for at least 20
m, lest the rails would break, 50 m was considered adequate. The studied track section was therefore split into 50 m intervals to
overcome the positioning error and enable monitoring of the change in twist by using successive passages of the measurement
wagon. Then, the range of the twist of the 50 m interval was calculated, assuming that the range of twist within such a section would
be a good measure of track twist problems in the section.
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Box–Cox transformation test of the twist ranges suggested that the range values should be transformed and suggested a 95%
conﬁdence interval for the power constant between 0.21 and 0.04. The suggested range was close to a logarithmic transformation
(constant equal to zero) and the data was therefore subjected to a logarithmic transformation. A logarithmic transformation is
reasonable, since the range is skewed to the right and the minimum range has zero as a natural lower limit. In Figure 5, a histogram
and a normal probability plot of the transformed data are shown.
The standard deviation and mean of the logarithmic twist was estimated using data from 17 in-control periods from track Sections
41625 – 417375 (see Figure 5).
In Figure 6, twelve 50-m sections are plotted in two charts inspired by the Z-MR charts used for short production runs. A Z-chart lets
the analyst plot multiple product types within the same chart, and each product type is plotted in the same chart. Here, the ‘product’
represents a track section, and the repeated measurements are observations taken from the section. The Z-chart used in this way thus
lets the analyst study both spatial and temporal data simultaneously. We have not found control charts for spatiotemporal data where
the spatial information is one dimensional as the track data is, but spatiotemporal data using two-dimensional information has been
suggested for outbreak detection19 and for monitoring using image analysis.20 Depending on assumptions, the variation of the
different products of a Z-chart can be estimated separately for each product, pooled or scaled.
An assumption for the observations of this study is that all track sections should be comparable, and thus all sections are plotted
versus a common estimate of the mean and average of the logarithm of the twist ranges (see Figure 5). The observations in Figure 6
have then been scaled to unit variance and centred to zero. Each 50-m section is delimited by the vertical dashed lines. The data
represents 15 passages of the measurement wagon, and each section thus includes 15 observations obtained between April 4,
2007, and June 8, 2012.
The regular procedure with set alarm limits indicated a derailment hazardous twist fault in Section 1417 625 on October 6, 2011.
The ﬁgure also shows that the track demonstrates twist problems in neighbouring sections. The 1417 575 section would in this chart
be on the verge to indicate problems already in April 1, 2011. Notice also how the twist faults increase over time, which may be used
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Figure 5. a) Normal probability plot of the logarithm of the twist ranges for 50-m sections. b) Histogram of the same data
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Figure 6. Above: Short run control chart of logarithm of twist ranges per 50-m track section. Below: Moving range of same data

for problem detection purposes through studying data for runs. However, such tests should acknowledge the temporal
autocorrelation present, and the irregular interval between the measurement occasions, and were beyond the scope of this study.
A ﬁnal note about the chart: It is apparent that whatever actions that were taken to correct the twist, they did not fully repair the track,
as the three consecutive measurements taken after October 6 also had twist problems. The observations in the moving range chart
are usually well below the alarm limits, due to the temporal autocorrelation present.

6. Discussion and conclusions
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Two examples of control charts for plotting condition data are presented, i.e. in the spatial and in the spatiotemporal domains. The
study illustrates how the use of the control charts in respective domain can improve maintenance performance compared to the
current practices. This is achieved by the use of statistically based alarm limits instead of relying on safety-related limits that are based
on speciﬁcations.
The easiest implemented control chart of the two proposed is the Shewhart type, and it is also the one recommended for the
studied case. The reasons for our recommendations are mainly two. The ﬁrst reason is related to the positioning error of the
measurement wagon, making analyses of deterioration dynamics based on repeated measurements challenging. The second reason
for recommending the Shewhart-type chart is its relative simplicity to limit the time needed for practitioners to work with charts of
their own. However, given that consecutive measurements could be more easily obtained, the Z-chart approach holds greater
potential, since it offers a visualization of the dynamic events of the asset degradation.
Admittedly, the procedure to select a large enough sample is ad-hoc and dependent of the judgment of the analyst. A larger error
should stem from that the sampling data was based on the whole length of the 127.5 km track, excluding only the section that had
rendered an alarm using the regular procedure. The data do therefore contain observations that from a statistical standpoint would
be classiﬁed as out of control. Exclusion of these points would generate even more narrow control limits and faster alarms but
inevitably also a lower threshold against false alarms.
However, to get acceptance for SPC among practitioners, a seemingly endless list of alarms may not be the best ﬁrst outcome of
the procedure. A control chart of a longer section of the track does reveal multiple positions where the twist would reach beyond the
statistical limits (see Figure 7), and maintenance budgets are always limited. Thus, statistical signiﬁcance should be complemented
with practical signiﬁcance. Physical assets will naturally degrade, so maintenance actions should focus on those faults that are most
severe or rapidly becoming grave. For surveillance purposes, the two suggested approaches could therefore be combined. The ﬁrst
suggested approach using only the spatial information will detect presumptive problem areas based on static alarm limits but will
also signal for problems with slow deterioration. The alarms from the ﬁrst approach do therefore not warrant that maintenance action
is sorely needed, but such alarms do signal potential problem areas that could be monitored using the second suggested approach.
Together, both approaches could be used for early detection and estimation of error propagation, i.e. degradation.
Even though the approach used here may be considered conservative due to the inclusion of out-of-control points for estimating
the natural variation, the control limits are narrower than what is practically feasible to act on. In fact, the control limits calculated with
the out-of-control observations did in this case amount to 3.5 standard deviations control limits using the regular procedure of
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Figure 7. Control chart for 6-m twist for the full 127.5-km section, measurement from April 28, 2007
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removing the out-of-control observations before calculation of the control limits. This difference is small compared to the geometrical
control limits which are 2.6 times wider than the control limits based on all observations or 3.1 times wider than statistical control
limits when the out-of-control observations were removed. Compared to the geometrical control limits, the error based on inclusion
of out-of-control observations was small in this case. If a safety critical failure that may cause derailment is detected (based on the
traditional geometrically based safety limits) during the passage of the measurement wagon, a real-time evaluation must be made
to decide about immediate trafﬁc stoppage or continued trafﬁc at reduced speed, perhaps in addition with monitoring and control
of the track before each individual train passage until the failure is corrected. However, with the statistically based maintenance limits
that are more conservative, decisions about appropriate maintenance actions may be performed ofﬂine. Hence, there is an
opportunity that alarms generated by the maintenance limits can be veriﬁed by a number of later passages of the measurement
wagon or by another type of inspection (e.g. manual). However, the other types of inspection may have difﬁculties replicating the
result of the measurement wagon (mainly due to less applied weight), making it challenging to distinguish between false alarms
generated by the measurement wagon and erroneous veriﬁcation of an alarm by the other type of inspection. In addition, the rather
low positioning accuracy makes geographical localization for veriﬁcation of alarms by either monitoring approach challenging.
However, in a general application, it may be advisable to use the standard practice of removing out-of-control observations and, if
needed, reduce the false alarm rate by widening by some factor.
In cases such as this, reasonable control limits must be set taking into account maintenance budgets and engineering, geological
and hydrological know-how, in this case, e.g. special soil conditions, areas of heavy rainfalls and so on. How to balance such knowhow into a maintenance approach is, however, beyond the scope of this paper.
Even so, the proposed analysis procedure was successful in pinpointing the failure much earlier than the regular procedure does.
However, the analysis procedure including estimation of the standard deviation needs further conﬁrmation to a repeated study, and a
study involving more faults and also other properties is an interesting continuation of this work.
It is indicated here, and intuitive, that statistically based alarm limits are narrower than limits set by mechanistic risks for
derailment, such as the current twist limits. Even if the two approaches are combined so that only the rapidly deteriorating sections
are corrected, it is likely that the suggested method will generate more maintenance actions until the track variation only consists of
common cause variation.
However, the alarm limits based on statistical deliberations that give early warnings are valuable for planning purposes, and alarm
limits should thus not be set too wide. Hence, the proposed method for condition assessment provides a possibility to change the
approach from a reactive and corrective to a more proactive and preventive one, which allows timely planning of maintenance
actions and thereby an avoidance of trafﬁc disturbances.
For this application, it is suggested that the current measurements of the railway condition and geometric safety-related alarm limits
should be complemented with statistical alarms. In this case, the geometric alarm limit for the 6-m base twist is 25 mm, which corresponds
to the inner wheel rim protrusion on the inside rail. Twists larger than 25 mm are outing the train at derailment risk, since rims may lose
ability to control the position of the wheels for cars without bogies. The geometric alarm limits may be useful for de-facto limits of what
speeds trains could have on the track, and if the track can be used at all, but are not meant for prognosis of when maintenance action is
needed. Compared to the suggested statistical procedure, the currently used geometrically determined alarm limits are 2.6 times wider, so
the chances of getting false alarms using current approach should, from a statistical perspective, be inﬁnitesimal.
Statistical monitoring could complement the geometrically based alarm limits for the latter purposes, given that statistical alarms have
more narrow control limits compared to the geometrical methods. This complementary use of two sets of alarm limits supports a gradual
implementation and ﬁne-tuning of the proposed approach. The reason is that the more narrow statistically based maintenance limits do
not directly affect safety but primarily availability performance and cost, which facilitates an implementation without a necessary
involvement of responsible safety authorities. More narrow alarm limits naturally also induce false alarms. A new procedure combining
the two approaches when track sections based on one train car measurement are pinpointed then monitored repeatedly before decisions
of maintenance actions are made will prevent costly and unnecessary maintenance actions due to false alarms.
Copyright © 2014 The Authors. Quality and Reliability Engineering International published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Qual. Reliab. Engng. Int. 2015, 31 773–781
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Even though the proposed control chart approach is illustrated by twist failures of the track, it should be possible to be used for
any type of track characteristics that are monitored by continuous measurements and result in autocorrelated data, e.g. toughness,
geometry and rail proﬁle variables. The condition of other linear assets of the railway infrastructure can probably also be assessed
by the proposed approach, e.g. the contact wire and the ballast. The approach is also expected to be useful for condition assessment
of other linear assets that may be monitored by continuous measurements, such as road infrastructure, power lines and pipelines.
However, besides in other contexts, further studies are needed to thoroughly study the performance of control charts for
condition-based maintenance. The possibility to use more advanced time series analysis for assessment of the condition of linear
assets is also an area where this study has indicated interesting result and published research is lacking.
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ABSTRACT
The degradation processes affecting railway track condition
depends both on the resistance of the track and on the stresses
subjected to it. Regarding the stresses, both their magnitudes and
cycles are of importance when considering the degradation.
Furthermore, the stresses have some regularity and variability in
the time domain, while the degradation resistance of a track has
some spatial regularity as well as variability. In addition, the
condition measurements of track may be both irregular and
contain measurement errors. Hence, it is challenging to model the
condition of track to enable predictions and condition-based
maintenance. However, wear prediction models could help to
change large parts of the maintenance practice from
predominantly corrective to preventive if both the deterministic
and the stochastic components of the wear process can be
estimated with sufficient accuracy.
In this study, one-step-ahead predictions have been used for
establishing prognostic models based on repeated measurements
of railway track geometry to estimate track wear properties,
degradation rates and stochastic behaviour including measurement
errors. The prognostic models have then been used for condition
assessment and state predictions. Repeated sampling allows for
estimations of measurement errors, but the irregular sampling
need to be accounted for by interpolation in the time series
modelling approach.

Keywords
Spatiotemporal analysis, condition-based maintenance, prediction,
prognostics, interpolation methods, railway, track, degradation,
statistical process control (SPC), control charts.

1. INTRODUCTION
Condition monitoring of railway tracks is often performed by
special measurement trains, including wagons that measure
properties of the track, the overhead wire and the track
substructure. The measurements are obtained at intervals that are
influenced by the magnitude of the load subjected to the railway
track such as frequency of trains and their axle load. Repeated
measurements of railway track properties suggest that the data
could be used to generate models for prediction of the railway
track degradation. With reliable prediction methods, both the
infrastructure manager and the entrepreneur would be given a
means for longer planning horizons, enabling more preventive and
less corrective maintenance. Changes from corrective maintenance
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to preventive maintenance would not only be more cost effective,
but also reduce train delays and accident risks. The cost
effectiveness is improved since longer planning horizons would
increase the possibilities for effective use of expensive equipment
and personnel and thus reduce overall maintenance costs. The
delays and safety are improved since the maintenance proactively
manages failure events before they develop into faulty states, by a
surveillance of the changing condition of the track.

1.1 Statistical Process Control
Statistical Process Control (SPC) is a classical statistical approach
used for many surveillance purposes within various sectors [1].
SPC is based on control charts, where measurements are
compared to control limits. These limits are based on the
statistical distribution of the sampled data.
Within SPC, an observation is classified as being within its
expected range if it remains within the control limits, and if not,
the assumption is that the process is affected by systematic
variation and needs attention. Commonly it is assumed that the
sampled data is normally distributed and independent. Special
control charting techniques have been designed to be used when
these assumptions do not hold. Regularly, control limits equal to
three standard deviations of the studied property variation is used,
which for normally distributed and independent data that are
unaffected by assignable causes for variation would generate false
alarms in 1 out of 370 observations. The detection capability can
be described similarly. If an assignable cause was to shift the
mean value of the process by 1 standard deviation (σ), a regular so
called individuals x-chart with control limits of 3σ would have a
2.3% chance of detection already at the first observation of the
process after the shift, and a 50% chance of detection of the
assignable cause generating a deviation as large as 3σ from the
nominal value. See also [2].
Control charts are often based on sampling procedures such as
that five items are sampled, and then the level of the output is
studied by plotting the average ( x ) in one chart, and the variation
is studied by plotting the sample standard deviation (s) in another,
the so called x -s charts. Changes in any of these properties will
thus render alarms. When studying individual observations (x),
these are also plotted in a control chart with the purpose of
monitoring the level of the output, and then the variation between
consecutive measurements (moving range, MR) are used to
monitor the variation in another chart, the so called x-MR charts.

In some situations, both the location as well as the time could be
important for monitoring a certain characteristic, that is, the
monitoring scheme requires spatiotemporal information.
Spatiotemporal data using two-dimensional information have
been suggested for railway condition monitoring, see Bergquist
and Söderholm [3, 4].
The spatiotemporal approach introduced by Bergquist and
Söderholm [4] is illustrated in the control cart of Figure 1. In the
control chart, twist variation has been plotted for each passage of
the measurement wagon for each of the thirteen 150 m sections
based on the Z-chart. The top chart displays the double logarithm
of the twist range ((ln(ln(range(twist)))), and the two-observation
moving range (MR) of these observations is represented in the
lower chart. The median moving range has been used to calculate
the control limits for both charts, since the median is not affected
by drastic changes. The variation increases over time for each of
the 13 sections, and now and then the variation abruptly drops.
These variation drops usually coincide with known maintenance
actions, i.e. tamping. Now, although this control charting
technique renders much faster alarms than the regular procedure
of using geometric alarm limits [3], it does not take full advantage
of the time dependence of the data. From Figure 1, it is obvious
that the condition is degrading with time, which means that the
control limits will depend on long-term deviations.

the graph, an idea of where the next observation could be
expected is possible, but the irregular sampling procedure is not
taken into account.
Here we suggest a more formal approach based on predicting the
state of the studied property at a certain time by modelling the
behaviour prediction process. We study interpolation methods as
well as least squares estimation of polynomial equations, and
compare the results by studying standard deviation of the
prediction error.
Another difficulty generating a prediction model is
acknowledging that the process is regularly maintained, and the
deterioration of a property as well as the deterioration rate may
not only be brought to a halt, but the state may be improved and
the deterioration rate may be reduced as the result of such
maintenance. A good prediction model should be able to handle
such step changes. Since the condition of the first measurement
following the maintenance action is likely to differ between
different maintenance actions, making the prediction model
accurate already for the first measurement after maintenance is
likely difficult. A good model would, however, succeed to
generate fair predictions for observations from the second
measurement following the maintenance action. This paper
intends to report on complementary approaches, where the
deterioration rate itself is acknowledged, and observations that do
not follow the expected deterioration process for a track section is
scrutinized.
Time series analysis is a well-known method for the generation of
future predictions and could therefore be a candidate for
predictive maintenance actions, which in turn, includes promises
for a number of positive outcomes. However, the sampling
interval is also affected by climatic circumstances that may affect
the track or the accuracy of the measurements such as spring thaw
period, or logistic reasons such as operator vacancies and
availability of measurement trains. Hence, where repeated
measurement data are delivered at irregular intervals, the regular
sampling assumption of times series analysis is violated. To
overcome this challenge, this study aims to devise a prognosis
method based on approaches that could be applied to the
irregularly sampled data.

Figure 1. Logarithm of range of twist of track divided into 150
m sections. Each observation represents one measurement
occasion; the oldest to the leftmost of each section.

To fulfil the aim of the study, different prognostic models are
compared with each other by usage of condition data measured at
a track section of the Swedish Iron ore line, which is a heavy haul
line in the northern part of Sweden.

In this study, we are interested in studying the dynamic
evolvement of the track properties. This means that we are
interested in alarms not just when the latest observations reach a
certain limit, but also if the rate of deterioration (or improvement)
would occur. One way to monitor the rate of change rather than
the change would be to study the difference between repeated
measurements directly as the primary response. The sequential
observation differences are regularly monitored using the moving
range chart that often accompanies the individuals control chart.
In fact, the lower graph in Figure 1 shows such a chart. The
alarms of the moving-range chart seen in Figure 1 are results of
known and suspected maintenance actions. It is clear that the
large, dramatic changes of the measured property will render
alarms, but the alarm limits are too wide to detect smaller
deviations. The proposed procedure in [3] does not render
prognoses for the studied property either. By visually inspecting

1.2 Interpolation techniques
Interpolation is used to calculate intermediate values and convert
disjoint data points to a continuous function. The methods differ,
for instance in the way the derivative is required to be continuous
as well. Nearest neighbour interpolation simply uses the value of
the nearest data point in between samples, while linear
interpolation connects points through linear functions. Many
spline methods, or Kriging methods [5], generate continuous
derivatives, and thus create smoother interpolation functions with
curves lacking sharp corners. The Kriging formula in this case
generates an estimate, Ẑ , of the unmeasured property at a time t0
between observations, according to Equation 1.
N

Zˆ (t0 ) = å li Z (ti )
i =1

(Eq. 1)

Where: Z (ti ) is the measured property values at the ith time, li is
the Kriging weight constant, and N is the number of measured
values to use for the interpolation.
Spline functions are regularly used for interpolation, but when
data may contain noise, the regular spline functions, such as the
cubic splines, tend to oscillate and be susceptible to outliers. A
regular spline function has global propagation, and the whole
spline function will be affected if there is an outlier anywhere
among the measurements, regardless if the outlier was detected a
long time ago. Splines with local propagation, meaning that the
closest control points (measurements) have the largest importance
for the curve near these, will improve fitting and are more
promising when seeking an extrapolation model. Splines with
local propagation include the Akima spline [6] and the B-spline
(also known as the basis spline). The Akima interpolation spline is
a continuously differentiable sub-spline that is piecewise, meaning
that the nearest neighbours influence the interpolation values. The
curve is therefore split into segments and each segment is
influenced only by a defined set of nearest neighbours. The
interpolation function is defined as in Equation 2:

Zˆ (t ) = k0 + k1 (t - ti ) + k1 (t - ti ) 2 + k1 (t - ti )3 ,

ti £ t £ ti+1 (Eq. 2)

where the constants are determined by the first derivatives ti¢ .and
ti¢+1 at the at the endpoints of the interval, see [6]. The Akima
spline is compared to other spline types, such as cubic splines,
more robust versus outliers.
For an overview of the result of five different interpolation
methods, see Figure 2.

Figure 2. Irregularly sampled observations and different
interpolation methods. Kriging method constants in legend. As
seen, these interpolation methods fit the curve to the
observations while interpolation values differ.
Forcing the interpolation methods to pass through the observation
may not always be the best choice. The reason for this is that
observations usually carry with them some amount of error, e.g.
from the measurements.

2. METHOD
The overall study approach selected to fulfil the aim of this study
was a single-case study of the Swedish iron ore line. Quantitative

data representing the track condition was collected by
measurement trains running along one selected track section of
the line, e.g. due to the large number of runs, which supported the
modelling efforts. The analysis of empirical data was mainly
based on a combination of theories from the fields of SPC, time
series analysis, and interpolation methods. This research method
is described in some more detail in the following subsections.

2.1 Studied case
Track condition data for the Swedish railway system are collected
by measurement wagons that regularly are pulled along the track
system in speeds up to 200 km/h. Each section of the Swedish
track system is measured up to six times per year depending on
the section’s criticality. Observations of about 30 track geometry
variables are obtained and stored for every 25th cm. Track
variables include the position coordinates (height, and locations in
the plane), and the track width [7, 8].
The collected data is then stored in a database (Optram [9, 10])
together with positioning and measurement time information. The
database also contains information about the infrastructure and its
attributes (e.g. type of object, geographical position, and
description) and if the measurement is taken on a point asset (e.g.
railway switch and level crossing) or a linear asset (e.g. track and
catenary system). Other Optram information includes data about
maintenance events and their history, e.g. track alignment and
related information.
The empirical data used for this study was collected from Optram
ranging from April 27, 2007 to November 21, 2014. The track
was chosen as the major study object and a track section at the
Swedish iron ore line was chosen based on that it did not contain
any switches and crossings, platforms et cetera, nor any sharp
curves or had had the track replaced during the chosen timeframe.
In addition, derailment critical geometry faults had been found on
the section, which also was a selection criteria, since one of the
study goals was to see if such faults could be predicted.
The chosen 2 km track is found on track section 113, km 1327
and m 500 to km 1319 and m 450. This is the track connecting the
mining towns of Gällivare and Kiruna, and the section is found 5
km from Gällivare train station, approximately 100 km north of
the Arctic circle. The Iron ore line is a single track railway with
the western endpoint in Narvik harbour, Norway, and with
southbound connections to the rest of Sweden placed at Boden.
This means that track 113 is on a reversing section and therefore
many of the studied 48 measurements are only separated by one
day or a weekend, such that one measurement is taken when the
measurement train passes on the way to the Norwegian boarder,
and then passes again one or a few days after at the return from
Norway. Compared to the times between other measurements,
these passages could be classified as repeated measurements.

2.2 Studied response
The cant is one of the critical track geometry variables, typically
expressed as the difference in elevation of the two rails, a quantity
referred to as the superelevation. On a straight part of the track,
the two rails should be level, i.e. the cant should be zero. On a
curved part of the track, the cant denotes the raising of the outer
rail with respect to the inner rail to allow for banking. This
banking is in turn needed to compensate for the generated
centrifugal forces. However, the train may derail if the cant
changes too rapidly. The cant change rate is called twist, i.e. the

rate of change of the track superelevation and is defined as the
algebraic difference between two cants taken at a defined distance
apart. The cant is usually expressed as a gradient between the two
points of measurement, i.e. as a ratio (% or mm/m). Twist
measurements is either taken simultaneously at a fixed distance,
e.g. at a distance equivalent to the wheel-base, or is computed
from consecutive measurements of cant. Normally, the twist is
measured on a 6 m base, i.e. the cant measured at two points with
6 m distance.
The studied time interval contains 48 twist measurement
occasions. The measurements were performed by measurement
trains by the entrepreneur company Infranord’s measurement
wagons STRIX, IMV 100N and IMV200. Besides measurement
wagons and instruments, the measurement speeds, and thus the
dynamic forces subjected to the track during measurements
differed between measurements. In total, 14 out of the 48
measurement occasions were classified as repeated measurements
for measurement system analysis purposes. The times to the
following measurement occasions classified as replicate
measurement occasions were selected with a maximum of three
days separation from a previous measurement.
The sampled twist data include major positioning errors, and
therefore the studied 2 km section was split into 150 m long
subsections. The range between the maximum and minimum twist
of each 150 m section was used as a suitable response to
overcome the positioning difficulties, and the logarithm of the
logarithm of the twist was chosen as an appropriate measure, see
Bergquist and Söderholm [3, 4].

2.3 Measurement error calculation
The 13 different 150 m sections were assumed to be independent,
and the differences between the results of repeated measurement
occasions for each section of 150 m length were used to calculate
the measurement error variation for that replicate. The total
measurement error was then calculated through pooling the
standard deviation of all the 14 replicate measurements.

2.4 Interpolation method comparison
The irregularity of the sampling seen in Figure 3 necessitates
interpolation to obtain the presumed range data at regular
intervals. The measurements’ spread over the studied interval is
found in Figure 3a and 3b. The interpolation interval was chosen
to three months, and the chosen dates were March 31, June 30,
September 30 and December 31.
The methods used for the interpolation included the Akima spline,
nearest neighbour, linear interpolation, Kriging interpolation with
constants 1.05 and 1.2, and also least squares regression using
both linear and quadratic estimations, see Figure 4. Note that the
regression allowed for the fitted curve not to pass through the
observations, something that the other methods did not.
A time interval was chosen to contain training data recorded
between October 9th, 2007 and October 1, 2009 and this interval
included 11 observations each on the 13 studied 150 m intervals.
The interpolation methods were then tested by using a one-stepahead prediction of the observation obtained during the validation
period, ranging between October 2, 2009 and June 7, 2012. The
intervals were chosen since neither 150 m section showed any
dramatic changes of the observed property, indicating that no
unreported maintenance actions had been performed. Data for

four of the 13 sections obtained from the training period and the
validation period are seen in Figure 5.
After the one-step-ahead prediction and the prediction error was
calculated by comparing the prediction with the measured value,
the training set was expanded with the new observation, new
models were calculated and new one-step-ahead predictions were
calculated over the validation interval. The sum of the squared
one-step-ahead prediction error was then used to evaluate which
of the interpolation methods that gave best results. Note that the
one-step-ahead prediction error is an extrapolation rather than an
interpolation, and it is likely that methods that are sensitive
towards the last observation (e.g. the Akima spline in Figure 2),
are ranked low using this procedure.

2.5 Predictive control charting procedure
The suggested procedure uses an empirical model based on
previous measurement for predictions for the state of the monitored
variable, and whenever the database is updated, the prediction is
compared to the observation, the residual is calculated and the
model is updated using the new information.

a)

b)
Figure 3. a): Number of measurements per year. b): Number of
measurements per months over the eight years

Two methods to update the prediction model when the modelled
data displays drastic changes as results of maintenance actions.
Here, the twist variation along a given track section (measured as
the twist range) is studied. The maintenance actions that will affect
the twist variation for instance include tamping, track alignments,
ballast change, sleeper changes, changing the track or
combinations of the mentioned actions. All these can be expected
to improve the twist and the twist variation conditions as these
actions include alignments of the track. It is not unlikely that the
actions also affect the degradation rate. As the maintenance action
is expected to improve conditions for years to come whereas the
properties are measured several times a year, step changes would
be a simple way of modelling the maintenance effects on the
response that may prove sufficiently accurate, and this approach is
the one followed here.
Step changes may be implemented differently; we will study two
approaches: In the first approach, we introduce the step to the old
observations, so that the prediction model would fit with the new,
improved state. The second approach entails using the same model
but adjusting new predictions after the maintenance actions with
the step change. Both approaches require estimation of the size of
the step, and this step will likely differ for different applications.
The size of step is here taken as equal to the magnitude of the first
residual after the maintenance actions, that is the difference
between the model prediction at this time and the actual observed
value.

3. RESULTS
In this section the results of the performed analysis are presented,
i.e. the estimated measurement errors, the difference between
compared interpolation methods, and finally the proposed control
chart procedure.
Figure 4. Linear regression fitting (solid grey curve) and 2nd
degree polynomial curve fitting (black dashed curve) to
measurement data.

3.1 Measurement errors
Counting that each of the 14 replicate measurement contained
information from 13 sub-sections, the pooled measurement error
estimate was based on 182 replications. The pooled measurement
standard deviation was found to be 60 31 E-3, and a 95%
confidence interval for an observation assuming normality and
independence was calculated to be 0.2412.

3.2 Interpolation method comparison

Figure 5.Observations used for training the different
interpolation methods and one-step-ahead extrapolation period
used for validation.

The sum of the squared prediction error, SQE, of the interpolation
methods are given in Table 1. The Akima spline’s sensitivity
toward endpoint measurements also makes it sensitive versus
measurement errors, and therefore the measurement errors are
large. The Kriging methods as well as using the nearest neighbour
or using linear interpolations all give fair predictions. These
methods are, however, beaten by the regression methods where
the model does not pass through the observations. The more
relaxed requirements of the whereabouts of the model near
observations are reasonable given that the observations contain
considerable measurement errors. The linear regression model and

the regression model using cubic terms have similar prediction
errors, but the linear regression is the more parsimonious, and is
therefore chosen.
Table 1. One-step-ahead prediction error of studied methods
Method

SQE

Akima spline

294

Nearest neighbour

87.8E-3

Linear interpolation

87.8E-3

Kriging with constant 1.05

93.1E-3

Kriging with constant 1.2

122E-3

Linear regression

54.6E-3

2nd degree polynomial regression

58.7E-3

Figure 6. Residuals control chart for track section km 1318, m
850 to 1319 m 0, first approach where the prediction model for
observations following the maintenance action is based on
fictive prior observations.

As with regular control charting procedures, the intent of this
study is also to signal when observations are found that deviate
from the expected. However, we want to monitor a dynamic
process that may have wandering means as well as variations
following the deterioration of the track. The expectation thus is
constantly changing as the track deteriorates from use or hopefully
improves as a result of maintenance actions. Hence, unexpected
improvements as well as unexpected reductions of the quality of
the studied property are of interest. In the previous attempts [3, 4],
reduced performance was detected only when passing conditions
should be visible also for the first observation following the first
one with large deviations, but models that do not consider
corrective actions will continue to alert until the regression
equation is based on sufficiently many late observations. Means to
forget old observations include weighing the latest observations
the most such as using the exponentially weighted moving
average (EWMA) charts, but these would also compensate for
worsening conditions and are based on a static mean.

Now with the control chart, the old predictions before the alarms
remain as is, but new predictions use the updated model for new
predictions. It is not useful for the display of the prognostic model
to show where the model was erroneous the same way it is for the
control chart, so earlier erroneous predictions are adjusted when
the control charts have signalled that the model is no longer
generating correct predictions.

3.3 Control charting procedure for
spatiotemporal data

Here, it is proposed that the control chart is based on the residual
between the prognosis and the observation, and where the
prognosis is based on estimation of an intercept and a time-based
constant. The control chart primarily is a chart that controls the
temporal model for the degradation or improvement of the track
data. When the railway condition is maintained, the intercept of
the temporal model of the studied property is updated by adjusting
the old observations so that the curve will pass through the new
observations following the maintenance actions. In Figure 6, the
solid curve, such a control chart is depicted for the track section
km 1318, m 850 to 1319 m 0. The residuals from the linear
extrapolation prediction are plotted versus the measurement time.
The chart signals for the August 6, 2012 observation, where the
model had predicted a higher twist variation. Note that the
signalling observation was not adjusted, since lack of information
of maintenance actions are common in the Optram database, and
in this case the deviation that would trigger an alarm.
The second approach, where instead the predictions are updated is
also depicted in Figure 6, i.e. the dashed curve. Note that the two
methods generate two different paths, the former leading to
increasingly negative residuals as new observations are added, the
latter to increasingly larger positive residuals.

4. DISCUSSION
The study showed that the spline method was much worse than
the other methods, which only differed slightly in-between. The
properties obtained by the measurement wagons all have errors
stemming from the measurement. The measurement itself carries
errors due to dynamic effects stemming from that successive
measurements rely on measurement trains that in turn may travel
at different speeds, or indeed be replaced so that the instrument
differ between measurement. Another major source of error is that
the positioning of the observation may differ more than 50 meters.
Spline methods forcing the model to pass through the
observations when these contain considerable error resulted in
oscillation of the model curve and also that the extrapolation
direction was severely off target. The other methods passing
through observations also performed worse than the regression
that allowed the model to be influenced by the observation, but
that did not slavishly follow the new observation.
For some sections, the 2nd order polynomial outperformed the
linear model, and the more flexible polynomial model probably
had been more advantageous for a response showing a more nonlinear behaviour. Applying the logarithm twice on the twist range
transforms a long-tailed distribution to one more closely
resembling the normal distribution. Logarithm transformation is a
standard transformation for variation that has a skew distribution.
Logarithm transformations are also often applied to properties
where the variation and level are tied to each other in a
multiplicative manner, that is, when variation tend to increase as
the average increases. Without the second logarithm applied to the
twist range, the variation of the twist range would indeed have
increased, so that the highest variation of the twist variation
would be obtained for large twist ranges. As seen in Figure 1, the
variation pattern, although increasing, does seem constant when
the slope is accounted for. The slope of the increase is close to
constant for all sections; without the second logarithm

transformation the slope instead would have increased between
the maintenance events. For such responses, the 2nd degree
polynomial is likely to outperform a regression model only
containing a term for intercept and slope.

on the location and evolvement of the property should be a much
more reliable and useful source for maintenance action decisions.

The calibration of the control charts for track alignment actions
that were unaccounted for, such as the one that should have
preceded the large negative residual of August 6, 2012 may need
some consideration. That the track for some reason seems to be
mended and straightened itself goes against the third law of
thermodynamics and that is unlikely. A more probable cause
would be related to the measurement systems. The repeated
measurements did not reveal improvements after this point and
other track sections showed a continued variation increase, but in
a general case, a reduction of the range of the twist due to
reduction in instrumental error is possible and the method readily
allows for adoption and continuation of monitoring after such
changes. Although such a track maintenance action was not
reported in the database, we conclude that maintenance was the
only reasonable explanation for this step reduction of the
measured variation.

The different deterioration speeds before and after the
maintenance actions should be of interest to study further, e.g. to
support predictions of the track condition at an increased number
of tamping versus a track renewal. A further development of the
method could be that the prediction model should only be based
on a selected number of the latest measurements, or that the slope
of a linear model be based on a selected number of the latest
measurements is a natural expansion of the proposed procedure.

In this study, we investigated two procedures of adjusting the time
series after maintenance actions. The first procedure was to make
new prediction models based on a changed intercept due to
tamping that deducted the values of all previous observations
including that of the negative outlier that was generated from the
maintenance action. Then the old model was recalculated, based
on these imaginary observations, and this new model was then
used for the next predictions. The other procedure was to use the
same model, but to adjust the new residuals by the amount of the
first residual after the maintenance action. The former procedure
makes the linear model to continue more or less along the same
path, and the slope constant coupled to time changes only slowly.
The second procedure leads to a step change in the model data
that reduces the slope coefficient. This latter procedure would,
taken to its extremes, lead to a zero slope as track deterioration is
followed by maintenance actions as long as the process is in
operation.
For this reason, the former procedure is arguably better to use and
the one recommended here. However, the degradation of the track
may not be constant; it may de-accelerate as the degradation
progresses, or it may accelerate. The slope and thus the predicted
deterioration rate of the former method where old observations
were compensated by a step change is too high, leading to
increasingly large residuals. If this is generally true, or a particular
artefact for the studied section needs further research, but if the
slope change of the residuals is a general behaviour, both the
reasons for the change of deterioration rate and the methods for
more rapid calibration of the slope of the condition after
maintenance needs further research.

6. FUTURE RESEARCH

If a particular deterioration process of a particular object changes,
it may be important that the control chart method takes this
change into account and continues to monitor deviations from the
degradation path that the process is currently exhibiting. This
means that the model must constantly be updated with new
information about the current process dynamics. There is, of
course a balance of how flexible the method should be allowed to
be; too flexible and most deviations that should trigger an alarm
would only be compensated for by that the model changes to
follow in the direction towards the new observation.
The change of the degradation path may, on the other hand, be
that what is interesting to monitor, rather than checking whether
the last observation conveys to the current expectation or not.
When the track condition is improved by maintenance actions, the
degradation behaviour may be more or less rapid as when the
improved object’s properties were at the same level the last time.
If, for instance, the track has been aligned and the ballast has been
tamped, the deterioration rate of the track geometry may be much
larger than the deterioration rate of a newly laid track with similar
track alignment data, due to e.g. less benign ballast properties and
so on. In fact, this deterioration effect of the ballast may limit the
number of tamping actions before track renewal is necessary to
achieve the desired track quality in a cost effective way. There
may also be effects of initial settlement of the track bed so that the
deterioration process for a new installation or a track renewal is
higher than that of the tamped bed.
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Method

Summary
In this paper, we use secondary data to make a partial
measurement system analysis of railway measurement cars and
their obtained track geometry data. When a measurement car
passes the same track section shortly after the previous passage,
such as returning in the other direction after reaching a railway
endpoint, the repeated measurements hold information of the
measurement uncertainty of that car. Reasons for the measurement
uncertainty can be sought in other variables that also are stored in
the database, such as the individual car identity, the type of car,
the speed of the car during measurement, and the travelled
direction of the car. By also considering other known factors
during the time of measurement as regressors, such as ground
frost periods, enhanced modelling may be achieved and also
indicate if such periods should be avoided to improve the
measurement data quality.
The results of this study suggest that the type of car had the
largest influence on measurement variation out of the studied
regressors. If the variation of a track geometry property on a track
section is studied, the variation component belonging to the type
of car can be deducted, improving data quality. We suggest that
the method could also be used to find track sections that are prone
to large seasonal variation, such as due to ground frost.
Introduction
Data that originally has been sampled for one purpose, but at a
later study is used for another purpose are called secondary data
(see e.g. Atkinson and Brandolini, 2001). Some benefits of
secondary data are that they usually can be obtained at small
costs, or even free when available data warehouses are full of
them. A possible drawbak is that the data might have
characteristics that are not suitable for the later study. In this
presentation, we exploit railway track geometry data that are
obtained by measurements cars. The primary purpose of such
measurements are to generate indications of the condition of the
railway infrastructure (see e.g. Berggren et al., 2008). As with all
measurements, the observations also contain measurement errors
and uncertainty (see e.g. Patra et al., 2009). In this study, we
exploit secondary data to estimate the measurement uncertainty
from the variation sources that can be controlled for. The variation

The measurement cars that with some regularity measure the
condition of the railway track of Sweden have produced the track
geometry data analysed in this study. The railway network are
divided into different inspections classes, mainly dependent on
the combination of speed and axle load. Parts of the network
subjected to higher speeds and axle loads are inspected more
frequent, up to six times per year, although the measurement
frequencies vary. The studied data were obtain from three
different types of measurement cars, the Strix measurement car,
the IMV100N and the IMV 200 (Al-Douri et al., 2016; Bergquist
& Söderholm, 2016). The measurement cars have different
maximum speeds, and the measurement speeds will also vary due
to other circumstances, so the measurements were obtained at
different speeds. Since the studied track section was leading into
Norway, the measurement trains stopped and returned in the other
direction when reaching the border. The speed, the direction the
car travelled when the measurement was taken, and the car
identity are recorded in the database together with the
measurement data. However, this additional information is not
considered when maintenance decisions are made. The speed, the
instrument, that is the car identity, and the direction are, however,
variables that can be controlled for using regression analysis.
All measurement data are time stamped, which allows for
studying time dependent deterioration of the track and its
properties. The measurements are obtained from all of Sweden,
also in regions where spring thaw and frost heave are likely
affecting the stability of the track. Variables indicating ground
frost are not stored in the databases. However the measurement
dates can be juxtaposed with data from roadside ground frost
measurements stations, allowing a study of that variable as well.
The ground frost effect was studied using a dummy variable coded
as 1/0 at times of frost heave and another 1/0 dummy variable
indicating spring thaw. A reasonable assumption was that
accumulated load, rather than the time stamps themselves would
be correlated with the dimensional deterioration of track, and
another database interlinking made load data available for the
study. A side effect of this analysis was thus that the effect of
seasonal variations, car speed, as well as accumulated load and
time could be assessed. Such coding were also used for the
measurement direction.
We chose to study the 6 m twist, one of the safety critical
properties of the railway track geometry. The track measurements

most power to explain the data is pushed towards zero more
slowly and may also increase as more of the variation that cannot
be explained by the variable pushed further towards zero will be
absorbed by that remaining variable. How often a predictor
deviates from zero when the study is repeated on different objects
is therefore a good indication of the importance of the predictor.

Term

Median
estimate

Lowest value

Highest value

Estimated
standard
deviation

# regressors ≠
zero

Table 1. Regression results from 13 individual 150 m sections.
Average
estimate

had been taken every 25th cm, but uncertainty of the positioning
made lumping these data into larger blocks necessary for
comparisons. Here, we selected 150 m sections and the standard
deviation of the data chosen as the most relevant representation of
the deterioration of the track condition. Thirteen 150 m sections
of the track were selected and data from the year 2007 to 2014
were extracted from the database. Due to maintenance (in this
case tamping), the twist condition underwent periods of steady
deterioration followed by radical improvements during the period,
see Figure 1. The figure shows a time series of the logarithm of
the standard deviation of the twist along one 150 section.
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Figure 1. Collected twist data from one 150m section. Step
variation reductions indicate maintenance actions.
The 150 m sections were therefore visually inspected before
further analyses, and only time periods without suspected
maintenance actions were selected. In this case, data obtained
between April 2008 and until July 2012 was included in the
analysis.
The measurement uncertainty is possible to estimate since the cars
measure a railway terminus, so that the tracks were measured
twice within one or at most four days separation. While there can
be a slight, albeit small deterioration of the condition between
these observations due to wear, the slow deterioration can and has
been controlled for. The differences of the measured twist
variation of each 150 m section were calculated based on these
repeated measurements. Regression analysis was used to rid the
data from long-term deterioration as well as seasonal effects, such
as frost heave or spring thaw, of the track condition. This
regression was performed using regularisation methods, in this
case elastic net regression (Zou & Hatie, 2005), since total load
and the time regressors were multicollinear.
When seasonal and long-term components had been extracted
from the data, the residuals of repeated measurements were
collected for analysis of measurement uncertainty.
Results
The results show that the type of measurement car had the highest
influence on measurement uncertainty out of the studied regressor
variables, see Table 1.
Regularisation methods punish collinear regression coefficients
and shrink them towards zero. The collinear variable that have the
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The two most highly collinear variables in the study were the
dates the observations were obtained and the accumulated load
subjected to the section. As seen in Table 1, the date was a good
predictor of deterioration in eight cases, whereas the load was the
best predictor for the condition deterioration in three cases. Only
in one case did the penalization mechanism of the elastic net
regression render both the load and the date active
simultaneously. However, in that case, the regression coefficient
of the load was negative. That would mean that the track
condition will improve over time as the accumulated load
increases, which in the long term is unconceivable. When the load
regressor was manually set to zero for this section, the regression
coefficient for date returned to positive. From a general procedure
perspective, the date thus seemed as a better predictor of the
deterioration for the 6 m twist.
Note that frost heave was not found to influence the twist in this
study, and nor did the measurement speed. The spring thaw was
actively increasing variation in one section, and there likely is a
seasonal effect due to ground frost. However, compared to other
effects, the seasonal effect due to ground frost seems negligible.
The measurement speed is collinear with the type of measurement

car as the different cars have different maximum speeds, and a
regular multiple regression had generated regression coefficients
for speed as well. The punishment of the coefficients of the
regularization regression thus effectively moved the variation
otherwise allotted to speed to the type of car, as the type of car
had a larger influence on its own. A study where only one type of
measurement car has been used would, however, increase chances
of receiving non-zero speed coefficients. There is likely such a
dynamic effect, albeit smaller than due to the type of measurement
car.
The type of measurement car effect was active in twelve out of the
thirteen studied sections. The IMV100N showed the largest
variation, followed by the Strix car, but of course even the best
car, the IMV200 had a measureable measurement inaccuracy.
This variation can be removed from the total measurement
variation of the section according to the variance addition rule:
Vtot = VA * VB; where V is the variance.
The measurement systems’ uncertainty that could be controlled
for was comparatively small compared to the total variation
displayed on a 150 m section, see Figure 2. In the figure, the
unfiltered data are plotted with data where the type of
measurement car variation has been deducted.

measurement errors are likely if factors such as the operators,
equipment changes, measurement temperatures and calibrations
are added to the database and can be controlled for.
Nevertheless, the method has proven useful for reducing the
measurement variation and for comparing different types of
measurement cars, and with such methods, one could easily
monitor the cars themselves, for instance using control charts to
that measurement system repairs or calibrations can be instigated
when the difference of repeated measurements start to escalate.
From a maintenance rule and decision-making perspective, the
maintenance limits are set reflecting the uncertainty of the
measurements. With improved measurement data quality, those
limits can likely be widened and the intervals of maintenance
actions can be prolonged. The variation reductions seen here may,
despite being relatively small, transfer many observations passing
outside the limits to return within them, thus reducing the amount
of acute corrective maintenance and allowing more planned
maintenance. The improved data quality will also enhance the
prognostic capabilities and support condition-based maintenance
planning.
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Purpose: The presentation proposes ways to understand and quantify the variation component due to
the measurement system of railway track properties using subsequent runs from measurement cars.
Background:
Railway infrastructure conditions are commonly inspected by using measurement cars. The
measurements are performed with some regularity, and the inspection frequencies could for instance be
set taking into account the common train axle loads, railway speed or load bearing classification, number
of trains passing, the known railway condition, or the availability of the measurement cars. By combining
different inspections of the same track section, it is also possible to monitor the degradation of the
infrastructure over time. Often, the railway system is inspected by many measurement cars, and for
single tracks, measurements can be obtained from the car travelling in different directions. The
measurements are performed at different speeds, related to random variation, but also to the maximum
speeds at which the measurement cars operate.
The measurements are also afflicted by external variation sources, some of which are acting with a
known direction, such as the wear of the track which increases property variation. Maintenance usually
(but not always) result in reduced property variation, whereas other sources such as climate related
properties such as spring thaw may induce variation over time, but also induce variation that show a
periodic behavior with periods with increasing as well as decreasing property variation. This presentation
aims to devise a model for how these variation sources may be separated, with the main aim to classify
measurement error, but also to estimate the magnitude of other variation sources.
Method: No statistically significant differences were found between repeated measurements of cars
travelling back and forth on the single track found at the Swedish Iron ore line. These measurements
contain measurement error as well as error due to short term degradation and variation due to
measurement. As measurement variance is added, it was concluded that the measurement variation
could not be larger than the variation shown by repeat measurements. By comparing repeated
measurements over time and subtracting variation due to wear, measurement variation for different
cars, measurement speeds and measurement directions was estimated using Generalized Linear Models
regression analysis. Co-variation between measurement cars and measurement speeds were accounted
for using Ridge regression and Elastic Net regression.

Results: The regression analysis shows that whereas both measurement speed and the measurement car
individuals correlate with the measurement variation obtained, regularized regression points to the
measurement cars as the major variation factor and that different measurement cars have different
measurement precision
Discussion and conclusion: The study demonstrates how repeated measurements from regular process
data and thus not obtained using the regular and systematic experimental procedures of measurement
system analysis can be used for estimation of the variation components of the measurement system. As
a side effect, the sizes of other variation sources, external to the measurement system, can be
estimated.

